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County gives
final OK to
tax rate plan
By TOM BERRY

Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal
Court gave its final approval to
2007-08 tax rates that will give
real property owners a cut on tax
bills.
Magistrates approved the
second reading during a meeting
Tuesday on Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins'
proposal to hold the line on personal, motor vehicle and watercraft taxes for another year
while trimming the rate on all
real property by about half a
percentage point.
No one attended a brief hearing planned during the meeting
to gather input from the public
concerning the new rates.
Taxes on all real property
will drop from 12.5 cents per
$100 of assessed value to 12.1
cents for the fiscal year ending
June 30. 2008.
Rates on all personal, motor
vehicle and watercraft property
will remain at 14 cents per $100.
Magistrates also froze the jail
tax rate for another year at 3.2
cents per $100 with an 8 cent
levy on personal, motor vehicles
and watercraft.
Elkins noted during a previous meeting that the county
expects to bring in additional
funding through residential
growth and higher assessments
and recommended the lower real
property rate.
During the meeting, magistrates approved entering tax
rates for library, soil conservation, health and other taxing districts into the county's records
as required by the state.
"The county has no control
over rates set by other districts,
but they are entered into our

records for reporting purposes,"
Elkins told magistrates.
According to a release from
Elkin's office, the rates, reported
as cents per $100 of assessed
value, are:
— library: 3.4 cents on real
property, 6.2 cents on personal
and 3 cents on both motor vehicles and watercraft,
— soil conservation: 0.5
cents on real property.
— extension services: 1.25
cents on real property.
— health: 2.8 cents on real
and personal property and a 3.1
cent levy on motor vehicles and
watercraft.
— fire: 5.5 cents on all real
and personal property and 6
cents on motor vehicles and
watercraft.
Not included are rates collected by Murray Independent
or Calloway County school districts which are charged with
directly reporting tax levies to ;
the state for approval.
In other action, magistrates j
approved a five-year county
solid waste plan for fiscal years
2008 through 2012 submitted by
County Environmental Planner
Alicia Tabers. Tabers said the
plan is basically a report to the
state concerning scheduling of
what the county plans to do to
eliminate solid waste from the
environment.
"It talks about collection, disposal, recycling and open
dumps. It's basically reporting a
plan of action and implementation schedule telling them when
you are going to do this or do
that, which are really things that
we're doing all the time." Tabers
said.

MI See Page 2A

PREPARING FOR A MISSION
r

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Gail Ruga from the Challenger Learning Center in Paducah worked with fifth grade students at East Elementary School
Tuesday as they prepared for an upcoming mission trip to the center. Ruga said, while in Paducah, the students will participate in a simulated space mission where they rendezvous with a comet. Pictured above, Ruga, center, helps Michael Franco,
Kristen Kelly and Whitney McGuire as they construct landing pads. The Learning Center works to improve educational opportunities in science, math and technology by providing students with real-life experiences.

Calloway kids honored for Relay fundraising
Staff Report
The magazine is a free publication which
Addison Poky, daughter of Andy and It distributed duoughoutthe Pure
Rachel Foley of Murray, was recently she said.
selected as the Relay for Life "Be A Cover
Hodge noted that voting was done by
Kid" contest winner. The contest is a new making donations to the American Cancer
fundraiser for the American Cancer Society Society in the name of a child entered in the
and Relay for Life, according to Kathy M. contest. "A photo of the winner of the conHodge, communications chair for the Relay test will appear on the magazine cover and
for Life of Calloway County.
the 120 runners-up will appear inside the
The contest was presented by C-Plant magazine," she said.
Federal Credit Union and Paducah
More than 40 participants entered
Parenting and Family Magazine, which throughout the Purchase area. Foley raised
sponsored an onlinev
feat2g contest for the $3,705 for the Alpha Omicron Pi Relay for
opportunity to be
d on the cover of Life of Calloway County team, Hodge
one of the 2008 issues of Paducah Parenting
and Family magazine, Hodge reported.

III See Page 2A

CALLOWAY COUNTY FOOTBALL HOMECOMING COURT

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
The Calloway County High School homecoming queen will be announced Fnday during halftime festivities in the Lakers' game
against Lone Oak. This year's court includes, from left, Rachel Adams, Courtney Futrell, Lauren Harlan, Marisa Whittenberg,
Haley Fain and Ante Thompson
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1 Conference to establish
link between govt.,
private social services
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Two years after it was created, the
Office of Faith-Based Initiatives is hosting a conference intended to
build contacts between government officials and private socialservice providers.
About 270 people have registered to i\ttend the conference on
Thursday at General Butler State Resort Park in Carrollton.
"It's actually a roll-out of the office, introducing it to providers"
of services throughout the state of Kentucky," said Paul W. Patton:i
director of the state office modeled after President Bush's White
House office of the same name.
A deputy in Bush's office, Jay F. Hein, will give the keynote tali
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, a Republican, and other state officials also will
speak.
Patton said the event won't include any offers of new grants t9
private groups beyond what's currently available, but the office
anticipates federal or state grants may become available in the
future.
"The main benefit for them is to meet the people they would be
in contact with if and when they should apply for funding." Patton
said.
Kentucky already contracts with several faith-based providers
for social services. Its funding of one group, the Kentucky Baptist
Homes for Children, has been challenged in a long-running federal
lawsuit by plaintiffs who say the agency is using taxp,ayer money to
promote its religion.
One of the plaintiffs in that suit. the Rev. Paul Simmons, said he
wasn't aware of the upcoming conference. But Simmons, who is
acting president of the local chapter of Americans United for
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Student Tasered at Kerry forum
has penchant for practical jokes
- GAINESVILLE. Fla (AP)
— Video of police Tasenng
persistent questioner of Sen
Jahn Kenry became an Internet
aid TV sensation Tuesday, generating fierce
debate about
speech
free
the
and
motives of the
college student
involved — a
I. nown
prankster who
posts
often
practical jokes
Meyer
online.
Florida
of
University
President Bernie Mischen said
Monday's takedown, an which
tbe student loudly yelled.
"Don't Tase inc. bro" was
"regretful" He asked for a state
probe of campus police actions
and placed two officers on
leave
The student in the middle of
it all. 21 -year -old Andrew
Meyer. had no comment after he
was released on his recogni-

Lance on various charges following a night in jail
But details from his online
writings and videos raised the
his
whether
question of
harangue during the forum was
genuine or some kind of stunt
Meyer. a senior teleconununications major from the Fort
Lauderdale suburb of Weston,
has a Vveb site featuring several
homemade videos In one, he
stands in a street with a sign that
says "Harry Dies" after the latest Harry Potter book was
released. In another, he acts like
a drunk in a hat while trying to
pick up a man dressed in drag.
The site also has what is
called a "disorganized &untie"
attributed to Meyer that cnticizes the Iraq war, the news
media for not covenne the conflict enough and the American
public for paying too much
attention to celebrity news.
Machen would not say
whether the university had any
previous conflicts with Meyer
hut indicated some such issues

would come up in*e investigation.
About 100 student-gathered
on campus Tuesday to plan
protests, some wearing T-shirts
denouncing police violence.
Benjamin Dictor, a liberal
arts junior speaking for the
group, called for the officers to
be disciplined, lasers to be
banned on campus and the
charges dropped.
"Tor d question to be met
with arrest, not to mention physical violence, is completely
unacceptable in the United,
States, especially in the halls of
education," Dictor said
University police said in a
news release that officers had
been summoned by the forum's
sponsors to escort Meyer from
the building, though organizers
disputed that and said his microphone was cut off after he used a
sexually explicit term
Police added that Meyer was
Tasered because he resisted
when officers were attempting
to place him in handcuffs

II Social services ...
ing strictly according to the

From Front
Separation of(hutch and State,
said he'd be keeping his rye on
the office's activities.
-The faith-based initiatives
themselves pose unavoidable
constitutional questions." said
Simmons, a Baptist minister.
Patton said the conference
will make clear that public funds
can he used only within consti
tunonal limits
"We always try to inform the
people how these funds can he
legally used." Patton said "We
want to make sure we're operat-

Courts have consistently prohibited the use of public dollars
for straightforward proselytizing. hut generally have allowed
the use of public money by religious providers of social services
The legislation creating the
office says that providing funds
to such organizations cannot
violate federal or Stale Constitutional pros mons It adds that
such contractors cannot chscnmmate against beneficiaries of
their social pr.Trams on the

grounds of religion.
Social services, the legisla
tion-Wa -.—iiii!? include such
things as alcohol-abuse treatment. day care, job training,
meal preparation, transportation
and health, educational and
crime-prevention programs It
says that "faith-based and community nonprofit organizations
have equal opportunity to seek
government funding for social
service programs and that these
social service programs remain
separate from other inherently
religious activities" such as worship services.
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NI Tax rate ...
— heard a report from
Directors. Coursey volunteered
David
Attorney
to serve as temporary chairman County
Harrington that he and other
chairman
a
until
board
the
of
.the plan includes a schedule
during the members of a committee workfor eradicating open dumps, can be elected
The meet- ing on a proposed county propmeeting.
first
board's
public education programs con. erty safety ordinance were
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yet
been
not
has
ing
cerning solid waste awareness
about finished with the docuovergiven
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ment and would likely submit a
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clean
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draft
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a fiscal court meeting in
during
and
federal
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upkeep
for
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content of the plan will also be
and upgrades.
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scheduled.
approved
Magistrates also
In other business, magisThe purpose of the ordinance
ent of Ted Edwards
appointm
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alleviating unsafe conditions
is
Water
Grove
Lynn
the
to
- approved the appointment
on pnvate property in the counof Directors.
of Marion Hale. Ray Courscy District Board
ty such as dangers located in or
n
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a
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—
Jr,. Susan O'Neal, Rob Ed
around abandoned homes, open
a
of
s
two-tenth
about
Parrish and Francis Spillman to allowing
cisterns and other threats to pubnorthin
Lane
Calloway
of
mile
the newly -formed Calloway
County into the lic safety.
County Cemetery Board of ern C'alloway
road maintenance system.

From Front

II Calloway kids ...
From Front
added
Addison was 1 -year-old on
July 23, and is scheduled to be
featured on the March 2008
cover, commented her mother.
Rachel Foley
As the mentor/recruitment
person for the local Relay for
Life, she said she has worked in
the past with the college teams
and recognizes the importance
of the Relay mission
"My grandmother and my
husbands grandmother were
both affected by cancer, and it's
a passion to me I'm a fund raiser and I think Relay for Life and
the Amencan Cancer Society
are good. worthy causes,"
Rachel said
She noted that the at )Pi team
had been recognized as the local
k()liege learn raising the most
money at the past three Relay
events
Foley said the entries had to
be submitted by Aug 5 and residents had until noon Aug 11 to
vote
Also from Calloway County
in the top 10 runners-up was
Cooper Owens. S011 of Nikki
and Matthew Owens of Murray.
Others from Calloway County
were Kaleigha Hit. lechery
Bazzell, Sierra Winn and Kylie
tivapman
The six Calloway County
entrants in the contest raised a
total of S5,620 for the 2tx17
Relay for Life of Calloway
County More than S20.000 was
raised total. Hodge added
Hill represented the Pulmo
Foley said
Dole Relay team

of,
'
t

Cooper Owens

Sierra Winn

Kalsigha HIll

Kyiie Chapman

Zachary Bazzoll
Owens, Bazzell and Winn represented McKinney Insurance
"McKinney Insurance has been
a long-term, tremendous supporter of Relay for Life." she
added
The 12th Relay for Life of

Calloway County will be May
2, 2008 To volunteer, or for
more information, contact Relay
for Life Chair Tracy McKinney
as 753-3500 or mckinney.murray-ky net
Paducah
said
Hodge
Parenting and Family magazine
plans to hold another Relay for
Life Cover Kid contest in 2008
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KentiickifinBrief
Coal company charged for allegedly
making road unsafeeastern Kentucky coal company

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — An
is facing a charge of wanton endangerment over accusations that its
workers are creating dangerous driving conditions on a local road.
The indictment alleges employees of Frasure Creek Coal LLC's
mountaintop mining site in Lost Creek are putting too much water
on Ky. 1146 in Perry County, making it muddy and forcing drivers
"to pass in a dangerous manner."
A grand jury issued the indictment against Frasure Creek last
week. Officials for Frasure Creek, a subsidiary of Trinity Coal of
West Virginia, declined to comment.
Mike Thompson, who drives the road daily, says his son was
involved in an accident on the road and that several other accidents
have occurred over the last year. He said the mud brought onto the
road by trucks coming off the mountaintop mine and the excessive
watenng of the road by Frasure Creek employees makes the road
unsafe.
"I don't have a problem with them working and hauling, just the
mud and the water... Thompson said.
Residents want the company to blacktop its haul road and then
put a tire pressure watcher at the end of the haul road so the trucks'
tires are dean when they drive onto it.
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Spending
for health
care is
highest in
, Northeast

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Staying healthy is a costly business in the United States, particularly in the Northeast, government statistics show.
Annual health care spending
per person totaled $6,409 in
New England and $6,151 in the
rest of the Northeast, compared
to a national average of $5,283,
the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services reports in
Tuesday's issue of the journal
Health Affairs.
The totals include spending
on individual health care from
all sources, including insurance,
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes..
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --- Many electronic voting machines personal expenses, Medicare,
a third-grade student in
Walker,
that will be used in the Nov.6 election could be susceptible to secu- Medicaid and other sources, for CONSTITUTION DAY AT MURRAY ELEMENTARY: Wyatt
book "We The People"..
the
of
Kentucky
by
copy
a
at
Tuesday
looks
School,
y
released
2004, the most recent figures Beth Wood's class at Murray Elementar
rity problems, according to a report
said the classCaldwell
Janet
Principal
Day.
on
Constituti
for
made
Attorney General Greg Stumbo.
students
available.
year's
which last
agreed
both
Grayson
to Walker is"
next
Trey
State
Seated
of
m.
Secretary
curriculu
spending
and
daily
Highest per capita
Still, Stumbo
es were working Monday's celebration into their
there has yet to be a problem in Kentucky and said voters shouldn't was recorded in the District of Abigail Parker.
worry. "It's not cause for alarm," Stumbo said. "'There's been no Columbia, $8,295, followed by.
•
documented breaches of any of our machines in Kentucky that have Massachusetts, $6,683; Maine,
1
been in use, it's simply precautionary."
$6,540; and New York. $6,535.
Stumbo's report was prompted by studies in California and
"Most of these states have
Florida that found certain voting machines — some of which are consistently had the highest
during warnings.
used in Kentucky — were vulnerable to hackers.
spending over time," said report
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) weather service plans to issue or basements
think that is4 very conser.:
"I
At the University of California, computer experts found that vot- ,co-author Anne Martin, an econand
storms
specific
for
warnings
WeattieR,..
National
The
_
ing- results could be altered. A Florida State University study also omist - with the CM'S Office of Service is revamping the way if Aert people who Might bein the - valve estimate. it could be sub-:
found that some voting machines there had security issues that could the Actuary. "There is no one has issued severe weather warn- path. On a radar map, the stantially more," said Daniel'
have allowed poll workers to tamper with election results.
clear explanation, but there are ings for decades with a new sys- warned areas appear as high- Sutter, who calculated the say....
Grayson said there were no existing security problems with the several similar characteristics tem designed to mark a geo- lighted polygons rather than ings and is an associate economprofessor at the University of.
current voting machines in Kentucky.
among these states."
graphic bull's eye where a storm entire counties; forecasters will ics
For example, many of these will hit.
refer to commonly known land- Texas-Pan American.
The new warnings have,.
states have high personal
The system, which goes into marks like rivers and roads in
worked well during trials in,
income, a high concentration of effect Oct. I, switches from written announcements.
)
physicians and are among the alerts based on county lines to
Officials say the system also Indiana, said Dave Tucek, who:
weather
of
rates
severe
s
lowest
the
coordinate
that
with
t
send
states
to
amendmen
an
easier
it
DENVER (AP) — The Senate has approved
notices aimed at specific com- will make
in the agency's‘
would give the Army 10 years to destroy lethal chemical weapons uninsured.
munities, weather service offi- weather warnings through cell warning
health
office.
hand,
is
other
Indianapol
the
On
handheld
other
and
Ky.
phones
stored in Pueblo and in Richmond,
cials said Tuesday. Using radar
was below the
"I think it has been a good:
computer modeling pro- devices.
The measure, part of a Defense Department authorization bill, care spending
and
the
in
average
be national
Some weather experts are system," said Tucek. "The idea
grams, the system is meant to
sets a Dec. 31, 2017, deadline. The full bill is expected to
Mountain
Rocky
and
to
Southwest
committee
conference
that radar has its lim- behind it ... is that there is
a
to
go
concerned
approved next week. It would then
predict the moment a storm will
regions, which also tend to have hit a community or even a cer- its and a fast-moving storm can reason to warn the northern
reconcile differences from the House version.
-average per enrollee
change direction, suddenly tak- of a county about something
The amendment also authorizes the Army to spend an additional'lower-than
tain crossroad.
spendMedicaid
in the southern end of a c
and
Depot
Medicare
Chemical
Pueblo
the
at
Known as storm-based warn- ing aim at an area not mentioned is
$32 million for chemical destruction
in ing and, because they are more ings, the new alerts could reduce in the storm warning. But Jacks ty."
and an additional $17.3 million at the Blue Grass Army Depot
The president of the Al
rural, less access to physicians a warning area from thousands said the system will be able to
Kentucky.
Foundation. Br'
be
Skywarn
hospitals.
would
and
changes.
defense,
abrupt
of
of square, miles to a few hundred keep up with
That spending, if approved by the secretary
only state outside the
The
ional
year.
bytftëN
this
Congress
report
by
A
ed
appropriat
said.
money
experts
any
miles,
to
square
in addition
where per capita
"A storm-based warning Oceanic and Atmospheric
The amendment was sponsored by Senate Minority Leader Mitch Northeast
$6,000
topped
rvic
spending
health
o.
R-Col
Allard,
McConnell, R-Ky., and Sen. Wayne
focuses on a storm itself and the Administration predicted the
at $6,450.
a eac
A chemical weapons treaty signed by the U.S. and nearly 180 was Alaska
geographic area that might be new system would save $100 wtiiCtiThe lowest per person health affected by it." said Eli Jacks, a million annually, mainly by cut- placed under alert and then
other countries calls for the chemical weapons to be destroyed by
spending was $3,972 in meteorologist at weather service ting...back on unneeded business specify a certain area that's parcare
then.
by
finish
not
2012, but the Army has said it will
Utah.
suburban closings.and the amount of time ticularly at risk.
in
headquarters
Nationally, per capita health Washington. "We can really people spend huddled in closets
spending increased on average
people
CYNTHIANA,Ky.(AP)— Two sisters were killed in a car crash 6.3 percent per year from 1998 reduce the number of
homebeing warned by reducing that
in central Kentucky prompting their high school to postpone
to 2004. the report said.
geographic area."
coming activities.
Other findings included:
and
School,
Director of Children's Ministry
The new system will initially
High
County
Sarah Riggs, 17, a senior at Harrison
have
that
states
—Two
for tornaJennifer Riggs. 16, a junior, died Monday night, the Lexington actively worked to improve be limited to warnings
A full time position is available at 1409+ member vibrant church located
does, severe thunderstorms.
Herald-Leader reported on its Web site.
in Murray. Kentucky. This person will join laity and staff in a team minwidely different
had
care
health
istry. The Director, working with the Children's Council, will provide overThe crash occurred about 6:30 p.m. Monday on U.S. 62 near spending patterns. California's floods and marine hazards.
to
expanded
be
Harrison
will
it
Later,
Lexington.
of
north
miles
30
and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will be a
about
sight
is
which
,
Cynthiana
per capita spending level was 12 include other threats like
Camry
Toyota
a
of
driver
with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
the
said
motivator
County Sheriff Bruce Hampton
percent below the national averheat, Jacks said.
will be negotiated per experience.
extreme
Salary
skills.
the teens were riding in lost control on a curve and struck a Dodge age
while
$4,638
at
in
began
g
of application and resume, including a minimum of three refforecastin
letter
a
Send
Tornado
seat.
front
the
in
were
truck. The sisters
Massachusetts was nearly 27 the late 1940s. and the governRichard Smith at 503 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Rev.
to:
erences,
assisFischer,
Gee
Dee
said
"It impacted the whole community,"
the average.
above
percent
please Inquiries regarding the position and/or benefits
contacts.
phone
No
weather
issuing
started
forment
tant superintendent.'They had so much ahead of them to look
California had a below-aver- warnings in the 1950s based on
may be made by email to pastor@murrayfirst,com Persons may also visit
ward to."
age percentage of the population a network of storm spotters with
our website at www.muffayfirst.com. The deadline for application is
'The school has just under 1,(t)0 students
under age 65, an above-average radios and telephones. Warnings
October 1. 2007.
share of the uninsured popula- generally have been issued on a
tion, and a higher proportion of county-by-county basis ever
residents enrolled in health since.
503 Maple St. • Murray, KY 42071
maintenance organizations in
Under the new system. the
only
the
to
wasn't
Louisville
compared
out
Turns
—
2004,
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)
Massachusetts.
loser following the upset loss to Kentucky last Saturday.
—States with generous
A vacant house near Commonwealth Stadium was condemned by
city officials after suffering extensive damage in the aftermath of Medicaid programs also tended
Kentucky's 40-34 victory. All the windows were busted out of the to have the highest spending,
house following the game. and the doors had been kicked in said such as Massachusetts. New
York and Maine.However. the
city code enforcement director David Jarvis.
The house is in a neighborhood largely comprised of university number of people enrolled in
students. The city also handed out 40 notices for trash and about Medicaid doesn't affect per
least capita spending levels.
two dozen civil penalties. Tbe clean up from the game took at
time.
three days this

Election officials recertify state
voting machines

NWS changes its weather warnings

Senate OKs deadline, money to
destroy chemical weapons

Two sisters killed in crash

JOB OPENING

Vacant house condemned after being
damaged following UK win
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The War
Upon reading the title of this column, you might think
It is not The title is
the column is about the war an Iraq
name of Ken Burns'
the
taken
not my own Rather. I have
about America's
War."
'The
rs,
documenta
part
new seven
involvement in World War II. Burns, of
course, is a master producer of documentaries. often using still photographs to tell
poignant stones He has directed and produced films on Huey Long, Jazz, Baseball,
and the award-winning ten part saga of the
Civil War.. His new World War II film.
-The War." will air on KETI each evening
at 7:00 pm from September 23-26 and then
Sept. 30-Oct. 2. 2007.
According to a viewing guide. 'The
War" "explores the Second World War
from an Amencan perspective, following
By James
handful of men and
the experiences of
Duane Bolin
front and on the
the
home
on
women
Ledger & Times
were transformed
lives
whose
battlefront
Columnist
during devastating years of war from 1941
Although Bunts hopes that the film "humors and
to 19.0
bravery, endurance and sacrifice of the generathe
celebrate.
tion of Americans who lived through the conflagration." he
admits that the war -brought out Inc worst as Well as the
"I think." Burns said, "it may also
hest in a generation
hase reflected the last time the t'nited States of Amenca
purpose "
was truly united in one
Burns believes that the Second World War has often
been smothered oser in bloodless, gallant myth as the Good
in reality it was the worst war." According
War: but
s toto Hums, "sixty million human beings lost their
lently. And it was %cry important to us. in making the
Bunts
to trs to hear witness to what Actually happened
was It
what
and
happen
this
did
-How
question
asks the
like
presiew of the first segment. "A Necessary War,"
II
shown last Thursday evening at the Murray Woman's Club,
is ans indication. Burns has answered that question. Bawd
on photographs. interview.. with veterans, and archival film
personalize the War in J unique
footage. Burns is 'able

Noicayand

WJS
friend of KET and
Invited to the preview showing as
professor of American History. I sat in the main hall
as
of the woman's club, at110111! scores of World War II seterans. both own and women. from Calloway and Marshall
counne• I felt out ot ptace, sming there among so many
her..e. I thought how ms father, veteran of the Pacific
But not me
Illeatte of the war, would have fit right in
As uncomfonable 11. I was, as humbling as it was. I still
relished being there. among these men and women of my
parent's generation who had risked thcir Ilse% in the service
Before C settled in to watch the film. we
of then country
n 01 the colors, we sang the national
presentatio
stood for the
anthem. officials of the local American Legion pckg retognued veterans fromm the various branches of service. and
Res Richard Smith. the senior minister of Murray's United
Methodist Church. voiced An elikpient prayer of thanksgising
that
for the sacrifices iit these veterans. And for the blessings
we eittoy because of what they hase done
I plan to watch all of the other episodes of 'The Waron ISLI In addition. KV will air specific programs centering on the role of Kentuckians in the War "Kentucky
WWII Veterans In Their Own Words" (Sept 24 at 9 pm
on KETI and Sept. 24 at 7 p.m. on Murray Slate's KET2).
and "Kentucky At Wu- !Sept 17 at X p.m on KETI and
KL-12, Dave Shuffett will explore
pm
Sept 27 at
rg Tankers on his "Kentucky Life
Harrodsbu
the story of the
at 6
progra m on Sept 22 At 7 pm on KETI and Sept 30
pm on KET2
After the program. I found no friend. Mr Aril('
AkAf II prisoner of Nat for 2 ' years and aScot.Wrld long I
time Murray State professor. at the from of the room
had not seen Mr Scott tor some time. but At my Approach
gral•
I grasped his hand
tw said war-ink. 'Hello Duane
his
for
State,
for
SitIrTfOr
done
has
he
that
tor
All
ilia&
country. And for
Hilton al
1)istrnr Bohn :rattle% at the Iterkairmen: of
at
lied
rem
he
1.41%
He
Aliirrov State Unmet-an
Juane hohnOt treurrat state rdu
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Cheating college students
-11 you can read this,
thank a teacher.' says the
bumper sticker on the car in
front of me But literacy is
more than the ability to read
a bumper sticker It also
includes the accumulation of
basic know ledge combined
with a way of thinking that
itilOWsan mdisidual to lead
life that is personally productive and contributes to
America's health and welfare,
For the second year in a
row. America's elite universities and colleges have failed
to rise above a •D plus' on
tests of basic know ledge
about civics and Amencan
history. maintains a study
commissioned by the Intercollegiate Studies Institute's
lISIt In 21005. ISI contracted
with the University of Connecticut's Department of Public Policy tUConnDPPi to
administer tests of basic historical and civil: knowledge
to 14010 students at 50 top
schools, including Yale, Harvard, Cornell. the University
of Virginia. Brown and
Duke The survey found that
students *were no better off
than when they amved in
terms of acquiring the
knowledge necessary for
informed engagement in a
democratic republic And global economy Since an education at top colleges can
cost as much as 1040010
year. it would appear that
those paying the hill are
being cheated
1Sts final reptm entitled
'The Corning Crisis in Citizenship. Higher Education's
failure to Teach America's
History and Institutions.' pre
sented four pivotal findings
I The average college
senior knows very little
about America's history. goveminent. international rela!ion. And market economy

their average score
on the
civic literacy test was
53.2 percent. No .
class of
seniors
scored
higher than
Cal's
69 percent.
Thoughts or D plus."
By Cal Thomas
2; PresSyndicated
tige doesn't
Coltimnist
pas off
'An Ivy
League education contributes
nothing to a student's civic
learning. . There is no relationship between the cost of
Attending college and the
mastery of America's history.
politics, and economy.'
3 Students don't learn
what colleges don't teach.
'Schools where students took
or were required to take
more courses related to
Amenc a s history and institutions." says the ISI 'outperformed those schools where
fewer courses were complet-1
ed. The absence of required
courses in American history,
political science, philosophy
and economics suggests
negative impact on students'
civic literacy •
America's most prestigious
colleges had the worst
scores Many- of the schools
that typically rank the highest in popularity scored
among the lowest in advancing civic knowledge. Generally. the ISI study found, the
higher the ranking by U S
New and World Report in
its annual survey' of institutions of higher education, the
lower the rank in civic
learning 'Even when controlling for nunwrous variables that influence learning.
with rea
seni-rs .11 sc
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sonably strong core curricula
- for example. Rhodes.
Calvin and Wheaton - had
double the gain in civic
learning compared with those
seniors at schools without a
coherent core curriculum tor example. Brown. Cornell
and Stanford."
4. Greater civic learning
goes hand-in-hand With more
active citizenship. 'Students
who demonstrated greater
learning of America's history
and its institutions were
more engaged in citizenship
activities such as voting, volunteer community service
and political campaigns.' The
study found that "tit) percent
of the students at the four
highest-ranked colleges had
exercised their right to vote
at least once. At Colorado
State. ranked second overall,
90 percent of seniors had
voted at least once. . Higher
civic learning and greater
civic involvement are closely
associated'
Here are three of the test
questions. Even partially
informed people who believe
Amencan history is a better
teacher than fascination and
fixation on the latest news
about Bntney Spears and
0.1. Simpson ought to be
able to answer them correctly. The entire 60 multiplechoice questions can be
found on ISI's Web site,
www.isi.org.
I. Which battle brought
the American Revolution to
an end. tat Saratoga, (At
Gettysburg, tct the Alamo,
tilt Yorktown. let New
Orleans'
The Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution (1964) was significant because it: lat ended
the War in Korea. (b) Gave
President Johnson the authority to expand the scope of

the Vietnam War, (c) Was an
attempt to take foreign policy power away from the
president, (d) Allowed China
to become a member of the
United Nations, (e) Allowed
for oil exploration in Southeast Asia.
3. Which of the following
is the best . measure of production or output of an
economy (a) Gross Domestic
Product, (b) Consumer Price
Index, (c) Unemployment
rate (dl, Pnme Rate (e)
Exchange rate?
Everyone should take the
test. No cheating and no, I'm
not going to give you the
answers. If you're interested
enough to read this column,
you ought to be smart
enough to know them. If
not, then you paid too much
college tuition, or didn't take
college seriously enough to
get a real education.
In 1777, John Adams
wrote to his son about the
importance of education. He
said it was necessary to
teach the next generation
about America's founding
principles in order to preserve the freedom and independence so many of his
fellow countrymen sacnficed
to achieve. Only when we
know and embrace those
principles can we pass on to
a new generation that which
we inherited from the past.
The ISI study reveals severe
cracks in that foundation,
cracks that need immediate
attention and repair.
Direct all MAIL for Cal
Thomas to: Tribune Medta
Services. 2225 Kenmore Ave..
Suite 1/4. Buffalo. N.Y.
14207. Readers may also email Cal Thomas at bruedirorsOtribune.corn.
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Mrs. Lillian Hawkins Henry
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Iraqi PM disputes Blackwater's side

Mrs. Lillian Hawkins Henry, 80, Murray, formerly of Paducah,
died Tuesday, Sept. 18. 2007, at 4:15 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Milner & On Funeral Home of Paducah is in
charge of arrangements.

"Our information is that there
BAGHDAD (AP) - Iraq's
prime minister this morning dis- was a violation," he said. "We
puted Blackwater USA's version moved to form a committee to
of a weekend shooting that left reveal to the world whether
at least II people dead and those killed were armed or innoMrs. Judy VVilson
declared he would not tolerate cent."
The funeral tor Mrs. Judy A. Wilson will be today (Wednesday) "the killing of our citizens in
Blackwater spokeswoman
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. cold blood."
Anne E. Tyrrell said in a statethat
Monday
Wayne Carter and Rev. Matthew Williams will officiate. Burial will
late
Land travel by U.S. diplo- ment
follow in the Unity Cemetery, Hardin. Visitation is now at the funer- mats and other civilian officials "Blackwater's independent conal home. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Arthritis outside the fortified Green Zone tractors acted lawfully and
Foundation, P.O. Box 96280, Washington, DC 20077.
remained suspended for a sec- appropriately in response to a
Mrs. Wilson, 62, Benton, formerly of Poor Farm Road, Murray, ond day after Iraqi authorities hostile attack in Baghdad on
died Monday. Sept. 17, 2007, at 2 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County ordered Blackwater to stop Sunday."
Hospital. A homemaker, she was a member of West Fork Baptist working as an investigation con"The 'civilians' reportedly
Church. This is a correction of her church membership which was tinues into the Sunday incident. fired upon by Blackwater proreleased in the report Tuesday.
The Moyock, NC.-based fessionals were in fact armed
Preceding her in death were her husband, Bobby G. Wilson, and firm is the main provider of enemies and Blackwater personher parents, Hugh R. Davenport and Ruth Henderson Davenport. bodyguards and armed escorts nel returned defensive fire," she
Survivors include one son, Steve Clark and wife, Karla. Benton; two for American government civil- said. "Blackwater regrets any
brothers, Mike Davenport and wife, Glenda, Benton, and Eddie ian employees in Iraq.
loss of life but this convoy was
Davenport and wife, Sue. Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Cathy Winslow
Americans and Iraqis have violently attacked by armed
and husband, Lance. Paducah; one granddaughter, Misty Dawn offered
differing insurgents, not civilians, and our
widely
Clark, Benton: two aunts; two uncles; one nephew; four nieces.
accounts of the Sunday incident, people did their job to defend
with Blackwater insisting that human life."
The Interior Ministry said
its guards returned fire against
armed insurgents who were Monday that it had permanently
threatening American diplomats. revoked Blackwater's license
But The New York Times and would order its 1,000 perreported late Tuesday that a pre- sonnel to leave the country. The
liminary review by Iraq's following day the government
Ministry of Interior found that rolled back, suggesting the
Blackwater security guards fired firm's operations were only sus
at a car when it did not heed a pended pending completion of a
policeman's call to stop. killing joint U.S.-Iraqi investigation.
State
of
Secretary
WASHINGTON (AP)- A assist other government agen- a couple and their infant.
According to the story on the Condoleezza Rice, en route to
congressional committee has cies, while taking care to avoid
opened an investigation of the overlap, and added, "I look for- Times' Web site, the report said the Middle East, said Tuesday
State Department's inspector ward to cooperating with the that Blackwater helicopters also night that it was too soon to tell
general, alleging he blocked committee and receiving the had fired - a finding the com- what effect the ban will have on
in opportunity to respond in full to pany denies. The Iraqi Ministry U.S. operations in Iraq. Rice
investigations
fraud
t.
Afghanistan and Iraq, including these allegations."
of Defense said that 20 Iraqis said she has expressed regret at
Pentagon press secretary were killed, considerably higher the loss of life to the Iraqi prime
potential security lapses at the
newly built U.S. Embassy in Geoff Morrell said Defense than the 11 dead reported before. minister.
"I committed to him that we
Secretary Robert Gates had been
Baghdad.
Prime Minister Noun almatBlackwater
the
of
as interested as the Iraqi
informed
were
is
shooting
scrutiny
Sunday
under
Also
Maliki said the
whether Blackwater USA. the ter and had asked his staff to was "the seventh of its kind" government in having a full
private security firm banned this brief him on the overall topic of involving Blackwater "and these investigation into what hapweek from working in Iraq over security contracting in Iraq.
violations should be dealt with." pened ... and to working with the
"He asked staff to get back to
the killing of civilians. was "ille"We will not tolerate the Iraqi government to try and
AP
' gaily smuggling weapons into him on the basics: Do we rely on killing of our citizens in cold make certain that this sort of
the
at
stands
Bremer,
Paul
so,
if
And
Iraq,
in
tor
extent?
Rice
what
administra
happen,"
To
US
them?
top
IG
doesn't
to
The
Iraq," according to a letter
blood," al-Maliki said. "The thing
Howard J. Krongard obtained what are the rules of engage- work of this company has been said. Iraqis have long resented compound of the University for Humanities, Science and
Tuesday by The Associated ment?" Morrell said, referring to stopped in order to know the the presence of the estimated Theological Studies in Hillah, 100 Kms south of Baghdad,
the rules under which private reasons."
48,000 private security contrac- protected by one of his private security guards, Sunday June
Press.
The Democratic-led investi- security contractors are authorAl-Maliki said Blackwater's tors - including about 1.000 27, 2004. Iraq's decision to temporarily ban Blackwater USA
gation accused Krongard of try- ized to use deadly force in Iraq.
version of the events "is not Blackwater employees - conshooting of civilians in Baghdad reveals a growIn addition to outlining a host accurate" and that U.S. diplo- sidering them a mercenary force after a fatal
ing to protect the White House
governing weapons-bearing contractors, but
rules
of
web
ing
of allegations against Krongard. mats could use the services of that runs roughshod over civiland the State Department.
few signs U.S. agencies are enforcing them.
ians in their own country.
"Your partisan political ties who took over the State other security companies.
2005.
May
in
post
have led you to halt investiga- Department
tions, censor reports and refuse the Waxman letter raises new
.
. to cooperate with law enforce- questions about Blackwater
ment agencies," said a letter Although the security company
from Rep. Henry Waxman, D- is not named in the letter, severState Nicholas Burns called foi
Calif., chairman of the House al senior administration officials
TEHRAN, Iran (AP)- The threats. ... We will make use of nuclear warhead.
U.N. Security Council member'
bases
radar
Iran's
the
said
is
Alavi
Blackwater
that
confirmed
Oversight and Government
deputy commander of Iran's air them if required."
U.S. allies to help push for a
and
the
at
activities
susfirm mentioned as being
White House press secretary were monitoring
Reform Committee.
force said this morning that
round of sanctions against
third
the
around
weapons
borders
country's
smuggling
of
compected
Alavi's
a
called
from
Perino
charges
to
Dana
up
on
Based
plans have been drawn
its nuclear program.
over
Iran
the
had
it
that
boasted
and
clock
illegally.
Iraq
into
number of current and former
bomb Israel if the Jewish state ment "unhelpful."
Burns said Washington sva
According to a letter, a feder- attacks Iran. according to the
"It is not constructive and it capability to confront U.S.
senior investigators who worked
"pursuing peaceful diplomacy.'
almost seems provocative," she cruise missiles.
for Krongard, the letter also al prosecutor asked Krongard's semiofficial Fars news agency.
and urged Iran to cooperate
enemies
issues
the
in
the
of
assist
"One
to
rs
questioned whether he ade- investigato
The announcement came said. "Israel doesn't seek a war
However, he said the "responsiquately investigated illegal labor probe of the security contractor. amid rising tensions in the with its neighbors. And we all make publicity about is their
bility lies with Iran to choose
poswe
a
Now,
to
e-mail
missiles.
an
sent
cruise
Krongard
but
U.N.
the
under
•' • trafficking allegations involving
region with the United States are seeking,
negotiations. We are going
to
systems
directing
necessary
member
the
' the Kuwaiti company that was senior staff
calling for a new round of U.N. Security Council resolutions, for sess
ahead to try to sanction lrar
miscruise
(the
IMMEthem
"stop
to
confront
assistance
the
obligaits
in
with
to
comply
embassy
Iran
its
the
over
Iran
building
sanctions against
siles)," Alavi was quoted as say- again, and we hope very much
DIATELY" and to wait until he disputed nuclear program and tions."
Baghdad.
support of Russia
Iran has threatened in the past ing. In Ankara, Turkey, on to have the
Ralph McNamara, the former spoke.to the prosecutor.
Israeli planes having recently
China."
of
and
ary
Undersecret
delay.
of
Wednesday.
weeks
first
After
be
Iran's
would
generIsrael
that
inspector
even
deputy assistant
overflown, and perhaps
retaliatory target if attacked by
al for investigations, said in an Waxman said, Krongard asked
attacked, Iranian ally Syria.
AP interview Tuesday that he someone on his media relations
On Sunday, Foreign Minister the United States. But Alavi's
came forward with the allega- staff-not an investigator-to Bernard Kouchner said the comments were the first word of
tions against his former boss assist the federal prosecutors. international community should specific contingency plans for
because he was concerned that -This unorthodox arrangement prepare for the possibility of war striking back on Israel.
11I 9 .1 91
Many in the region fear Israel
pr
State Department employees has reportedly impeded the in the event that Iran obtains
Investments Since 1854
would be at nsk when working investigation," Waxman said.
atomic weapons. although he could launch airstrikes on
Krongard, however, said he later appeared to soften that Iranian nuclear facilities to prein the new embassy.
+ 60.4
vent it from building a nuclear
How Jones Ind.
"A rocket - an unexploded made one of his "best investiga- statement.
89.07 + 0.80
munition - went through a por- tors" available for the probe.
"We have drawn up a plan to weapon.
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Habitat for Humanity dedicates its 11th
house in Murray and Calloway County
the Murray-Calloway Coon
is altiliate of Habitat for
Humanity dedicated a new
house tor thr Amy Stewart
family on Sept 11 This is the
I I th house to he built and Jed
by the affiliate
Approximately 20 people
els-Mated the completion of
,he house and participated in
.% orning Amy and her duihen Christopher. Katie. and
,ffiler who will soon be mov/le Into the house
I his house is special in that
Aside Baptist Church pro.',led the leadership to cootiinate the construction work
4lug isiih several other church:, in the JfCA. rills IS the SVChOU•e Habitat kir Ilunianiy has build in partnership
iii

Med

churches

A

Glory Bound Christian Entertaitunent
Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
in the fellowship hall of Goshen United
Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at
Stella.
Featured will be Joy Trio and Morebeads. There is no admission charge, but
items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753.5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@ hot mail.com.

ri
lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Study Abroad Fair Thursday

The Institute for International Studies at
Murray State University will host a "Study
Abroad Fair" on Thursday from II a.m. to 2 p.m. in the ('urns Center dance lounge. Admission is free. For information
contact t Jolene Miesner or Melanie McCallon at 809-2277.

Songwriters chapter will meet
West Kentucky Songwriters Chapter 1NSAI-Nashville Songwriters Association International) will meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. on the campus of West Kentucky Technical College. Paducah. The meeting will be there every other month. Kenya
Walker. pro-songwriter from Nashvile. Tenn., will be critiquing
songs. For information call Janet at 1-270-293-7252.

kw

.e.its ago the First Methodist
him!) and other Methodist
finishes iii Calloway County
Junit
lialutat hi in
Habitat for Humanity builds
111,11,tes !Ur people m need using
41onations and splunteet labor
Partner families must complete
hetween 2i0 and 5011 hours of
lahor on the house, and then
wake mortgage payMC1111 to
pas lii the house osre 20
.cars the cost ot the house
reasonable for a working
lannly since the cost of the
h“lise Is only for building mate
and the lot.
organization of Mill

Glory Bound Entertainment
will feature two groups Friday

Martin's Chapel plans event
A salad and sandwich social will be Thursday at 10 a.m.
at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church. For information
call 753-5048.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Photo provided

Pictured are the Stewart family, and members of the Murray-Calloway County Affiliate of
Habitat for Humanity and Westside Baptist Church at the dedication of the new house
s idual who might be interest
ed in getting insolved with the
likal Habitat for Humanity affil
hite should contact Chuck

fiulisk at 75341323.
Work on the 12th Habitat
house has already begun While
the family for this house has

already been selected, applications for future houses are
available at the Calloway Public Library.

Reformers Unanimous, a Chnst-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North. Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

4-H training on Thursday
4-H Record Book Training will be Thursday from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office. All interested junior 4-H youth. 9 to 18, are encouraged to attend. For
information call 753-1452 or 293-1558.

Preschool has openings
Evening Care Preschool and Primary Program has openings
for children. ages 2 through 10 years to attend part time, full
time or irregular. Monday through Thursday from 4 to 9:30
P.M. It is Open to the local community children with or without disabilities. For information contact the director at 8093899 or e-mail connie.scarborough@murraystate.edu

Genealogy class will be taught
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"Genealogy: How to Get Started" will be taught at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. by Susan Hussmann on Wednesday, Sept. 26, at 12:30 p.m. in the education
room for those 611 and older. Persons will learn how to get
started on research. This will not be a computer centered class.
A computer genealogy class will be offered as a follow up to
those who are interested at a later date. The center is located
in the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. To
sign up or for more information call Susan or Ten at 7530929.

Tiger Booster Club will meet
Photo provided

DESKSETS GIVEN: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 of Murray presented American and
Kentucky Clesksets to Calloway County North Elementary School for "In Honor and
Remembrance Day- on Sept 11 Lodge members Lots Anderson. seated left, and Joann
Faihst seated right, presented the flags to the school with both teachers and students receiving the flags If your group organization, or club is in need of an American flag contact the
lodge at 753-2267 Or the area office at 753-4377

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet today at 5:30 at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives, parents
and other interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Farewell reception Thursday
Briggs & Stratton will host a farewell reception for Larry
and Lois Bat-fling on Thursday at 4 p.m. at the Murray State
University Alumni House. Persons are invited to wish the
Banlings well as they leave Murray to return to Milwaukee.
WI',

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet

Tyra RI( al Murdock
kii hard Malts k II

TOPS to meet Thursday

Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 in the classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. Jeannie Gallirnore, director of The Center for Accessible Living, will be the speaker.
All interested persons are invited. For information contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter a.469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m in the annex of Calloway
Public Library The meeting is open to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Reba.* n
Williams
di Clint stew an

\dal letti
al taunt l‘iihardos

1.6+.1.1.• IS ...park.

At Breit `sot-mils

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main Si,. Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.
P6oto provioso
Helen Dunn left, presented a gift to each of the officers for
2006-07 who are from tell, Lillian Robertson Jackie Helm
and Louise Pool

Yates will be speaker
at Home Department
meeting Thursday
The Home IkNriment of
the Murray Woman's Club will
open the new club year on
Thursday at I 30 p.m at the
club house
Don Yates of the Mayfield
Group Home will he the guest
speaker
The de•icaion will he given
by Lillian Robertson
Hostesses will be the depart-

ment officers for 2007-08 who
are Helen Dunn and Jackie
Helm. co-chairs. Lillian RobertSOO and Shirley Robinson. co
secretaries, and Judy Stahler,
treasurer who were installed
at the last meeting held at the
(ilona World Village Restaurant fog a luncheon
A retiring officer is Louise
Pool, vice chairman

Cookie Dough delivery at MMS
Murras Middle School VT() will distribute orders for the
Cookie Dough today from I to 6 in the school cafeteria

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks on today from I to 1 at Hazel C-Mart, Hazel.
on Thursday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m at Marshall County Senior
Citizens Center. Benton. For information call 762-1348.

Volunteer training scheduled
Volunteer training tor Murray Elementary, Middle and High
Schools will be Thursday at 8 a.m at the Murray Board of
Education. 208 S 13th St. You need only attend one session
regardless of where you plan to volunteer I-or more informs
lion call Jean Bennett at 751-4363.

Harbour Center plans class
The Harbour Youth Services Center at Calloway County
will present a "Money Management Class- on Thursday from
6 to 8 p m in the media center Refreshments will be served
The class is limited to 25 persons. Interested persons are asked
to call 762-7390 to register.
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Special recognition
given to local persons
at meeting recently
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael Bart Wilder

Mr. and Mrs. Ches Gibson

Amy Elizabeth Northington and Michael Ban Wilder, both
of Reno. Nev., were married Saturday. June 23, 2007, at 3
pin, at Trinity Episcopal Church, Reno.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Wade Alan Northington of Hopkinsville, Ky. She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence L. Elliiott, Paducah. Ky.. and the late Dr.
and Mrs. Louis G. Northington.
The groom is the son of Mrs. Pat Thielen, Tempe, Ariz.,
and Mr. and Mrs. James Lynn Wilder of Murray, Ky. He is
the grandson of the late Bob Wilson and Cliffie Wilson Hart
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Wilder.
Rev. Fr. John Seinfeld officiated. Music was by Jim Poulton, organist, and Kyle Rae, soloist. Scripture readers were Mr.
and Mrs. John C. Elliott Sr., Paducah. Ky., aunt and uncle of
the bride. Program attendants were Chrissy Oulsey Elliott,
Eddyville, Ky., and Besima Manjgafic, Louisville, Ky.
The bride was given in marriage by her father.
Meredith Hampton Stilwell, Birmingham. Ala., was matron
of honor.
Bridesmaids were Susan Dade Dorris, Birmingham, Ann
Bryan Northington, Indianapolis. Ind., sister-in-law of the bride,
and Mary Beth Elliott On, Paducah, Ky., cousin of the bride.
The groom's father served as bestman.
Groomsmen were James Alden Dorris, Cordova. Tenn., and
the bride's brothers, Christopher Elliott Northington, Louisville,
and Dr. Alan Patrick Northington, Indianapolis. Usher was Dallas Joseph Thielen, Temple, Ariz., brother of the groom.
A tent reception was held at D'Andrea Golf Club, Sparks.
Nev.
Following a trip to Sandles Resort. St. Lucia, Virgin Islands,
the is residing in Naples, Fla.
The bride is employed by the University of Nevada. Reno,
as a marketing and recruiting coordinator for the University
Studies Abroad Consortium.
The groom is employed as a safety manager by Hoar Construction, Naples, Fla.
The rehearsal dinner, hosted by the groom's parents, was
held at Restaurante Orozko, at the Nugget Hotel, Reno. A post
wedding event was a family and wedding party luncheon at
Sunnyside Cafe, Lake Tahoe. Several prenuptial events for the
couple were held.

Whittany Chapman of Murray and Ches Gibson of Paducah were man-led Saturday. June 2, 2007, at Hardin Baptist
Church, Hardin.
Bro. Ricky Cunningham officiated and Casie Janet was
soloist.
The bride is the daughter of Cindy-Chapman of Murray and
Jerry Chapman of Dexter.
The groom is the son of Harold and Katrinka Gibson of
Paducah.
Brittany Chapman of Murray, sister of the bride, was the
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Michelle Ramsey and Kacey Alexander,
both of Paducah. and Katie Ross and Meaghan Murdock, both
of Murray.
The flower girl was Madison Womack of Paducah.
The groom's father served as best man.
Groomsmen were Tim Gore of Corbin. John Colgan of Paducah, Jesse Miller of Fancy Farm and Michael Rhea of Clay.
The ring bearer was Chace Anderson of Paducah.
A reception followed at the Murray Woman's Club house.
The bride is currently a student at Manatee Community
College, Bradenton, Fla., where she is a substitute teacher.
The groom is currently a student at Murray State University. He is employed at Nick Bollettien Tennis Academy, Bradenton.
The couple is residing in Sarasota, Fla.

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
held its annual meeting at the
Murray State University Curus Center Barkley Room on
Sept. 11 at 5 p.m.
All Red Cross stakeholders
including Health & Safety and
Aquatics participants, blood
donors, financial donors, military service members, disaster
relief recipients, volunteers and
staff members were invited to
attend.
Agenda items included
recognition of outgoing board
members, election of new members, review of Fiscal Year
2007 services in Calloway
County, and recognition of all
volunteers, instructors, and
blood donors.
During fiscal year 2007, the
Calloway County Chapter
responded to 25 local disasters, including 22 residential
fires. The chapter helped more
than 60 affected individuals or
22 families with emergency
food, shelter, and supplies. More
than 5,225 individuals in the
community attended a disaster
education presentation, with
approximately 7,000 educational materials distributed.
The Callemay County Chapter provided- health and safety
services training to 2,037 individuals in 221 classes offered
by the chapter. The chapter
provided 21 emergency connections for military families
and introduced 135 new families to the "Get to Know Us
Before You Need Us" program.
Additionally, the chapter held
28 blood drives and collected
1,073 units of blood, which
was 122.6 percent of the goal
for the chapter. 1,254 individuals responded to this need, with
393 of -those first time donors.
The chapter provided about
1,500 community information
and referrals during the fiscal
year to help meet client's needs
and additionally,provided 1,100

Vials of Life to the community and provided 500 othei
community services.
Volunteers played a crucial
role in building the chapter
during FY2007 with 130 volunteers contributing 2,705.25
hours to the chapter for a contribution
at
estimated
$50,770.54.
Special recognition at the
annual meeting included the
following:
—Clara Barton Leadership
Award: Richard Vanover, Lit
Courtney, Bob West, Dee Mintei
and Marian Posey.
—Volunteer Honor Citation
Award: Larry Doyle and Jim
Jones
—Clara Barton Society.
Allen and Jacqueline Hansen.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, Town & Country Motorsports, United Way of Calloway County, Wal-Mart
—Honor Society: Robert
Billington, Elizabeth Blodgett.
Dr. Michael Bobo, William and
Brenda Call, Gary Cooper, Joe
and Linda Dick. Jackie Dudley. Camisha Duffy, James and
Edith Garrison, Bob and Kathy
Hargrove, James and Elizabeth
Hart, Edgar lgleheart, Dr. Donald Jones, Robert and Mary Beth
Lyons, Dr. and Mrs. Gary Marqirdt, Keeria Miller, -Billy Joe
and Yvette Pyle, William and
Alice Rouse, Joe and Brenda
Rowland, WR and Julianne
Staudacher, Tommye Taylor,
Vanover,
Richard
Judith
Vaughn, Dick and Janice
Weaver, Virgil and Anne Harris, Bob and Kate Lochte and
Diana Thompson
Additionally, the chapter recognized all its volunteers, sponsors, and partners and reviewed
the financials for FY2007.
For more information on the
meeting or to request a FY2007
Annual Report, contact the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross at 7531421 or by e-mail at ca3lowayredcross@murray-ky.ne .

Happy Birthday
Eric Kelleher
your favorite aunt and cousin
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Mr. and Mrs. Craig Schwettman
Craig Schwettman and 14irti Parker were married in a private ceremony on Thursday. Aug. 16. 2007. in Ka Anapali
Beach, Maui. Hawaii.
The bride is the daughter of Marie Allbritten of Murray.
The groom is the son of Eddie and Virginia Schwettman of
Murray.
The couple is residing in Murray.
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Wayne Duff of Kuttawa and Mrs Jim Han of Tucson. Anz.,
announce the mamage of their daughter. Betsy Nicole Duff.
to Christopher Scott Burkeen. son of Mrs. Kenny Williams and
Johnny Burkeen. both of Marshall County.
A small private ceremony was held May 19, 2007. in a
densely wooded sanctuary of natural rock formations in the
Garden of the Gods State Park in Illinois.
The bncle wore a full length chiffon gown with a bodice
of sequins and lace The groom. accompanied by his twin
sons. Blake and Alex Burkeen. exchanged vows together with
the bride.
The bride is a graduate of Lyon County High School where
she was active in the marching band and cheerleading. She is
presently completing her degree in advertising at Murray State
l'niversity.
The groom graduated from Marshall County High School.
Both the bride and groom are currently employed by Harrah's Inc in Metropolis. Ill
The couple will continue to reside in Paducah where they
have recently purchased a home.
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New Activity Director
I'm Pati Bedwell and I am the new Activity Director at Fern
Terrace Lodge. I have 15 years of activity experience in long-term

care and look forward to meeting new people and challenges ai
Fern Terrace.
1 would like to thank the residents and staff for making my first
few days as your new Activity Director so great. It's not alwayS
easy starting a new lob but it is made much better by the attitude
of the people you are around

Volunteer Opportunities
Sometime.. we forget how much joy we can get from
helping others, especially in the hustle and bustle of
the world we live in today. For anyone interested in
recapturing or experiencing this joy, Fern Terrace has
many volunteer opportunities. We are looking for
friendly visitors, letter writers, Wal-Mart shoppers,
^ and entertainers. If you are interested in becoming a
,‘Iunteer, please call me, Pati Bedwell, at 759-1883
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Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Chapman of Dexter recently celCasey Cornelison and Lee Barton Peach announce their
their 40th wedding anniversary with a family dinner
ebrated
ng
marriage.
engagement and approachi
hosted by their sons.
party
and
n
Miss Cornelison is the daughter of Robert E. Corneliso
Chapman surprised her family by weanng her wedding
Mrs.
Murray.
of
both
n.
and Gale Broach ("orneliso
dress.
Mr. Peach is the son of Russ and Nan Peach of Evansville.
The couple was married_Aug„..19, _1967,_ at_ Flint_Missidnary
Ind.
Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Robert B. CorneliMrs. Chapman, the former Janice Rickman. is the daughter
son and the late Edith Cornelison of West Paducah and of Ray of Mydelle Roberts Rickman and the late Macon Rickman of
T and Martha Broach of Murray.
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Delben and LaVonne
Mr. Chapman is the son of E.G. and Ruthie Lee Spann
of
Holler
Roberta
Peach of Evansville and the late Arthur and
Chapman of Murray. He owns and operates Chapman Farms.
El Dorado, Ark.
Their two sons are Darrin G. Chapman and wife, Tammy,'.
Miss Cornelison. a graduate of Calloway County High School, Benton, and Edward G. Chapman and wife, Chrystie, Almo.
Their four grandsons are Austin and Alex Chapman of Benis a graduate of Murray State University where she was a
member of Alpha Gamma Delta soronty. She received her ton and Carson and Jackson Chapman of Almo.
masters in business administration from Southern Illinois University.. She is currently employed as the marketing director of
.WYHY Federal Credit Union, Cheyenne. Wyo.
Mr. . Peach graduated from Reitz Memorial High School.
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2 p.m. at Lowe's'
blood. Plan to donate blood from 10 a.m. to
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every 56 days (8 weeks) and parking lot.
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Cinema International continues
Murray State University's
Cinema International program
Lontinues on Thursday. Friday
end Saturday with "Last King
of Scotland.- a 2(K)6 film from
the United Kingdom. The film
is in English and is rated R..
The regime of Uganda's Idi
Amin has become emblematic
of dictatorship in Afnca at its
mostbrutal.
Newly-minted Scottish Dr.
Nicholas Garringan finds himself in Uganda in 1971 when
the general comes to power
hy military coup.
By sheer chance he becomes
the personal physician to Amin
and basks for a while in the
ranfied atmosphere of power

and chansma. Through his outskier's eyes Gan-igan watches
the general's descent into para- •
noia and ruthless wholesale'
extermination of his enemies.'
real and imagined.
By the time (arngen overcomes his own naivete. not
even he Is safe
It stars James McAvoy. For
est Whitaker, Kerr) Washing.
ton and Gillian Anderson.
Students, faculty, staff and
community members are invited to all Cinema Intemational films There is no charge
for admission Films begin at
7:30 nightly in the ('urns ('enter Theater
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Sensor monitors diabetes 'round clock
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Diabetes care is undergoing a
transformation: Thousands of
patients are switching from a
few finger-pricks a day to track
their disease to new sensors that
keep guard around the clock.
The last six months brought
boosts to the technology, as federal health officials approved
children's use of a sensor that
works for three days in a row —
and cleared the longest-lasting
version yet, a seven-day model,
for adults.
The ultimate goal is to create
an "artificial pancreas," pairing
such sensors with implanted
pumps that would automatically
dispense insulin to make a diabetic's blood sugar better resemble a healthy person's.
That's still years away. For
now, the hope is that these
under-the-skin sensors will
empower the most vulnerable
patients — those who require
insulin injections — to make
changes that better control their
disease. Perhaps more important, they come with alarms that
can sound in time to avoid dangerously high or low bloodsugar levels.
"It really catches problems
before they're problems," says
Katie Clark of Grandville, Mich.
She bought a sensor for her 7year-old daughter, and no longer
has to wake up in the middle of
the night to spot-check whether
Ellie's OK.
But these "continuous glucose monitors" cost up to
$1,000, plus at least $350 a
month for supplies. Insurance
coverage is hit-or-miss: Some
do pay but many refuse pending
proof that the sensors live up to
their promise of better health.
Some short-term studies
show users greatly improve conof their blood sugar, while
other studies have found little
impact.
discrepancy?
the
Why
Diabetics who do the worst job
ighting their disease aren't
going to put in extra effort to
improve just because of a sensor, says Dr. hi Hirsch of the

They need to utilize that infor- pump — and DexCom Inc.'s
STS-7 seven-day monitor for
mation."
Some 21 million Amencans adults. A five-day competitor
have diabetes, meaning their from Abbott Laboratories is in
bodies cannot properly regulate development.
Users require training. For
blood sugar, or glucose. About 5
million inject insulin, a hormone example, it takes up to 15 minthat converts glucose into ener- utes for a glucose change in
gy, to treat their diabetes — blood to be reflected in the cell
including the roughly 2 million fluid that these sensors measure.
with Type I diabetes who Doctors warn to always doublecheck with a blood test when a
'equire those shots to live.
High glucose levels damage sensor signals trouble.
But many learn to tell at a
blood vessels and nerves, leading to blindness, kidney failure, glance if they need a snack to
amputations and heart disease. head off a coming low, or an
Frequent glucose testing — insulin dose to block a coming
pricking a finger for a blood test spike.
When Ellie Clark's sensor
four to eight times a day —
helps patients maintain tighter showed her morning oatmeal
glucose control, thus lowering made her glucose soar to a level
of 300, her mother started giving
risk of those complications.
But few diabetics test that her entire morning insulin
AP
often, and even frequent testers booster before breakfast. Now
Katie Clark holds her seven cannot know if glucose soars or the 7-year-old's morning jump is
year old daughter Ellie on the plummets between tests or dur- to a moderate 200.
Ellie's average glucose
deck of their Grandville, Mich. ing sleep.
With the new technology, dropped so much after six
home. Both mother and
a months of sensor use that Katie
daughter have an implant in diabetics use a needle to insert
Clark, also a Type 1 diabetic,
the
of
skin
the
under
just
their side to help monitor sensor
side or abdomen every three or bought one for herself, even
blood sugar level.
seven days. The sensors wire- though insurance wouldn't pay
,lessly beam glucose readings to for mother or daughter.
University of WashinglIon._ _
To save on monthly Ripply
"We learned that lesson the a pager-like device every 5 minClark uses her own sensor
fees,
who
utes.
Hirsch,
says
hard way,"
Available now are Medtronic selectively, such as to watch for
presented research at a recent
driving
diabetes meeting suggesting the Inc.'s three-day Real-Time mon- dropping glucose while
could
it
"Then,
distances.
long
adults
for
itself,
by
sold
benefit
—
itor
most
sensors instead will
patients who can't lower their or children, or together with a be a lifesaver.blood sugar to optimal levels — manually adjustable insulin
a score below 7 on a test called
the AIC — despite following
best-care guidelines.
Hirsch finds the sensors help
New sensors hetp cliabetic_s track glucose levers around the clock,
lower A ICs between 7 and 8.5,
closer monitoring than standby linger-pock blood tests provide
but not those who start out highTransmitter
er.
sends gtucoes
By November, scientists
shows
data to the 'hof
enrollment
should complete
glucose
aulm" pump by
readings
450 diabetics into a study fundredi0
and alarms
freodU•oCy
ed by the Juvenile Diabetes
If rt's too
Research Foundation to address
low or high
Cittioo••
insurers' questions on best use
•••1100f
of- the sensors, Preliminary
Inserted
results are due next year.
about an
pump
"People thought it would just
inch
controls the
collects
be the silver bullet, if you got
*nee01
glucose
they're
hand
s
this in somebody'
inauln
data
going to do better," says Aaron
Kowalski, a JDRF research
NOTE The glucose moretor muSS be repleced every three days Another Moser
director who has used the senworks tor seven days txA does not have an mule. pump
sors himself since 2006. "That
AP
SOURCES Medborec Joyende Doebeses Roomed) Fouodanon
won't just magically happen. ...

GOING SMOKE-FREE

Photo provided

Megan Cody of PATCH (Purchase Area Tobacco Coalition for
Health) and the Coalition for Clean Air Murray presents Jim
Karvounis of Tom's Gnlle with a plague recognizing their decision to become smoke-free on Oct. 1. The coalition members
thank Tom's Grille for providing a healthy and safe environment that allows everyone to have an enjoyable dining experience. A complete list of Murray's smoke-free restaurants is
available by calling 1-888-245-3902.

Study: Bone drug cuts
deaths, breaks in elderly

ATLANTA (AP) — For the first time, an osteoporosis drug has
reduced deaths and prevented new fractures in elderly patients with
broken hips, according to new research.
Some experts called the drop in deaths "striking" but said other
drugs could have a similar effect.
In the study, there were 28 percent fewer deaths and 35 percent
fewer fractures in the group that got a once-a-year infusion of the
bone drug Reclast compared to those who got a dummy treatment.
No other osteoporosis drug study published in at least 15 years
has shown such a pronounced reduction in deaths, said Dr. Kenneth
Lyles of Duke University Medical Center, the lead author.
The study was released online Monday by The New England
Journal of Medicine to coincide with a presentation at a medical
conference in Hawaii. It will be published in a later edition of the
jotirnaL-- -The research was funded by Novartis, which makes Reclast, and
Lyles has two patent applications for the Use of the drug. Under the
name Zometa, the drug was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for cancer patients in 2002. It was approved for postmenopausal osteoporosis last month, under the name Reclast.
More than 300,0(X1 hip fractures occur in the United States each
year. Often they trigger a downward spiral — roughly one in five
elderly victims die within a year of breaking their hip.
Generally, doctors tell hip-fracture patients to take Fosamax and
other bisphosphonates, a class of osteoporosis drugs that stops bone
breakdown. But many patients do not take the pills because they
cause heartburn and other symptoms. They also are a hassle for eld-.
erly patients: You must take it on an empty stomach in the morning,:
ing the biological niche that the and wait a half hour before eating.
vaccine strains used to occupy,
For the study, researchers recruited about 2,000 patients from 23
and they are causing disease
countries who were not taking oral bisphosphonates. Their average
One strain in particular, age was 74 and most were women. All had previously broken a hip.
called 19A, is big trouble. A new
subtype of it caused ear infections in the nine Rochester children, ages 6 months to 18
months, that were resistant to all
pediatric medications, said Dr.
Michael Pichichero, a microbiologist at the University of
Rochester Medical Center.
The children had been unsuccessfully treated with two or
Including the Treatment of Hearing
more antibiotics, including highLoss and Ringing in the Ears
dose amoxicillin and multiple
Many
drug.
another
of
shots
No Referrals Required
or. Phillip Klapper
needed surgery to place ear
Most Insurance Accepted
tubes to drain the infection. and
some recovered only after treatBeverly Jones - Audiologist
ment with a newer, powerful
antibiotic whose safety in chilPatricia Klapper RN.Hearing Aid Specialist
dren has not been established.
Pichichero refused further
comment because he has submitted a report to a medical jourMedical Arts Building Suite 304 E
nal.
His work was paid for by.
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
Abbott
maker
antibiotic
Laboratories and the Thrasher
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
Foundation, which funds projects related to child health.

Devices ease monitoring blood sugar

New vaccine may have pnce: `Superbug' ear infections
••

By MARILYNN
MARCHIONE
AP Medical Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — A vaccine that has dramatically
curbed pneumonia and other
serious illnesses in children is
also having an unfortunate
effect: promoting new superhugs that cause ear infections.
On Monday, doctors reported
discovering the first such germ
that is resistant to all drugs
approved to treat childhood ear
infections. Nine toddlers in
Rochester, N.Y., have had the
hug and researchers say It may
he turning up elsewhere, too.
It is a strain of strep bacteria
not included in the pneumococ,a1 vaccine, Wyeth's Prevnar,
which came on the market in
20(X). It is recommended for
hildren under age 2.
Doctors say parents should
ontinue to have their toddlers
get the shots because the vaccine
prevents senous illness and even
saves lives. But the new resistAnt strep is a worry.
"The best way to prevent
these resistant infections from
spreading is to be careful about
how we use antibiotics," said Dr.
Cynthia Whitney. chief of respiratory diseases at the federal
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. Avoiding antibiotics
when they are not needed is the
hen way to ensure they will
work when they are, she said.
Prevnar prevents seven
strains responsible for most

•

cases of pneumonia, meningitis
and deadly bloodstream infections. But dozens more strep
strains exist, and some have
flourished and become impervious to antibiotics since the vaccine combats the more common
strains.
If the new strains continue to
spread, "it tells us the vaccine is
becoming less effective" and
needs to be revised, said Dr.
Dennis Maki, infectious diseases chief at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison Hospitals
and Clinics.
Wyeth anticipated this and is
testing a second-generation vaccine. But it is at least two years
from reaching the market, and
the new strains could become a
public health problem in the
meantime if they spread hard-totreat infections through day care
centers and schools.
"I don't think the new strains
are moving fast enough to call it
a race, but the fact is that certain
strains are increasing," said
Pew Paradiso, a scientist at
the
Vaccines,
Wyeth
Collegeville. Pa., division that
makes Prevnar
"It is very worrying." said Dr.
Keith Klugman, an infectious
diseases specialist at Emory
University. "With the eradication of all the other types in the
vaccine. this one is emerging."
A different pneumonia vaccine has long been available for
adults but it doesn't work in
children. so Prevnar was hailed

as a breakthrough. It is used in
dozens of countries and had
sales of more than $1.5 billion
last year. In the United States, it
is given as four shots between 2
months and 15 months.
Before the vaccine, many
babies and toddlers developed
pneumonia, meningitis and serious blood infections that led to
hearing loss, brain damage and
even death. Drug-resistant ear
infections also were a problem.
"Prevnar has done a remarkable job. Over the last seven
years, it's prevented thousands
and thousands of infections,"
not just in vaccinated kids but
also in unvaccinated family
members, said the CDC's
Whitney.
But it is a unique vaccine
because it covers only seven of
the 90-odd strains of the germ.
By contrast, measles is caused
by one type of virus. Booster
shots are needed for chickenpox.
mumps and measles because
immunity wanes, not because
the germ changed.
Prevnar, however, is losing
its punch because strains not
covered by the vaccine are fill-
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Red Cross first aid, CPR
course offered Oct. 13
Special to the Ledger
Cross is offenng
The Calloway County Chapter of Arnencan Red
on Saturday,
course
CPR
and
aid
first
Saturday
second
its monthly
Library.
Public
County
Calloway
the
at
p.m
Ict I 1 from 9 a.m. to 4
materials, and
Course fee is $5000, which includes all books and
well as first aid.
L-ertifitations in adult, child and infant CPR as
Red Cross office.
Pre-registration for this class is required at the
Murray.
St..
Poplar
607
Daughnty at 753Contact Calloway Red Cross Director Tory
1421 or callowayredcrossamurray-ky.net.

Demo and Registration
Thursday, Sept. 20, 6 PM - 8 PM
Free Refreshments
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Too few people who need flu shots get
them, officials warn as season starts
WASHINGTON I AP) Only a fraction of the people
who need flu shots the most are
getting them -- including just
one in five babies and toddlers,
say health officials who hope to
boost those numbers as a record
vaccine supply heads out this
fall.
The government sounded the
alarm today. worried that
string of mild flu seasons and
the vaccine confusion of recent
year. are detemng people from
this simple lifesaver.
Manufacturers expect to ship
more than I M) million doses of
flu vaccine in coming months
The message. Anyone who
wants to avoid the flu should
seek out this ample supply,
especially those at high nsk of
flu complications because of age
or underlying illness
While an early shot is good.
.
don't gise up if you can't ached.tile one in the fall — winter's
;not too late for protection.

stressed Dr. Julie Gerberding. ntual, with a dose brewed spr
head of the Centers for Disease cially each year to match the
strains experts believe most
Control and Prevention.
We need to rethink the likely to strike.
But it has been a wobbly ritinfluenza immunization season
and encourage vaccination ual in recent years, as vaccine
throughout the fall and winter shortages and delays confused
for anyone wishing to be pro- patients and frustrated doctors.
Now VaCCIIIC supplies appear
tected." she said.
Flu kills about 36,000 to be steadily increasing. Yet
Americans a year, and leads to while the government recommends that more than 200 milabout 200,0(XJ hospitalizations.
While the flu can be an lion people get a flu vaccine
aching misery for anyone, cer- each year, new CDC data
tain people are at particularly released Wednesday suggest far
high risk. Flu vaccine is most too few are heeding that mesrecommended for anyone over sage.
People older than 64 are most
50 or under 5, people of any age
who have asthma, heart disease likely to get sac mated — 69
and other chronic illnesses. percent during the 2005-2006
pregnant women, and anyone flu season, the latest count avail,
who comes in close contact with able. That drops to just over a
high -risk patients, including third of 50- to 64-year-olds. said
newborns who can't be vacci- the new report.
Just 30 percent of younger
nated.
Different strains of influenza adults who are at high risk
circulate every winter. That
makes flu vaccination an annual

because of underlying illnesses
got vaccinated, CDC found.
By 2010. the government
wants to have 90 percent of senior citizens and 60 percent of
younger adults who are at high
risk from flu to be getting vaccinated every winter.
The new numbers suggest
that's a goal that may not be
met.
Flu vaccine is a little more
complicated for young children.
because they need two doses a
month apart the very first year
they're inoculated. Just 21 percent of youngsters ages 6
months to 2 years were fully
vaccinated. and Just over one in
10 who needed two doses got
both.('DC repotted.
If a young child missed that
necessary second dose last year.
health officials are recommending that he or she make it up this
year with two shots.

AP

Ira Katz, a pharmacist certified to administer the flu vaccine,
holds up his pharmacy's leftover supply of the vaccine, at
Little Five Points Pharmacy Wednesday in Atlanta.
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Lead-free assurances
:from Chinese suppliers
-don stand up, U.S.
:companies tell Congress
WASHINGTON IAP) -- Companies behind recent recalls of
children's toys and jewelry have told Congress that their Chinese
suppliers assured them the products were virtually lead-free, though
in one case A simple store-bought test revealed dangerous levels of
the toxic metal
Congress is investigating the recent spate of recalls, most of them
invoking Chinese made products that contained excessive amounts
of lead. including some toys sold by Mattel decorated with paint that
exceeded F S lead standards by a factor of nearly 200. A subcomplans to
mittee 01 the House Inergy and Commerce Committee
of milrecalls
year's
this
on
Wednesday
hearings
days
01
open two
lions of toys and 'abet children's products
The subcommittee is expected to examine in pan the business
models that Allowed the companies to import the lead-laden prsJuc
Many of the companies behind the recalls of gumball machine
trinkets. toy soldiers and costume jewelry said their suppliers signed
_.igreements to comply with F S lead standards. according to some
of 1-9 ciittipany response, to congressional inquiries released
Tuesday Many suppliers also provided copies of lab results that
showed the items cillained only minuscule levels of lead allowed
by lass
Howeser. those claims didn't stand up to later scrutiny by the
companies thernselses and others that revealed lead levels that
pushed I00 percent hy weight in the case of some imponed jewelry
One company. t kiental trading Co. Inc.. told Congress its suppliers said its merchandise complied with all applicable U.S. laws.
rules and regulations -- including the federal Hazardous
Substances Act, which bans lead in jewelry intended for use by children
Consumer Product tirtrts Commission testing of jewelry later
recalled by the (oilman!. found lead les els as high as 96 percent by.
weight Oriental I ratting said it no longer does business with the
manufacturer
Among those expected to testify are CPS(' acting chairwoman
Nancy Nord and Mattel Ins chief executive Robert Ecken. Mattel
million toys because of excessive lead
has recalled about I
(*timpani; testing found paint on its recalled toys typscally was about
walls 17 hints the 0Ob percent allowed by law
I percent lead
tither paint samples had lead lesels as high AA II percent, Of 183
times what is permitted. Mattel said
Seseral other companies beyond Mattel also discovered high
lead levels through their own testing programs In other cases, it was
the CPS(, Health Canada or consumer groups that discovered the
lead and then alerted the companies
For Kes Dumphy of spandrel Sales and Mulcting Inc . it was
he test
a colleague in the sending machine industry who suggested
the 25-cent ieweIrs his company sells liumphy told Congress in an
Aug 29 letter that his Tempe. An company bought a home leasttest kit at a hardware store to do so
"We did and it Wed.- Dumpily wrote
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The
long
'goodbye
SPORTS EDITOR
REFLECTS ON
CAREER AT PAPER
: Saying goodbye is never
easy. And that is especially true
in this instance.
On Thursday. I will end 10,plus years of service — the last
:eight-plus as sports editor — to
;The Murray Ledger & Tunes as
leave to pursue another career
opportunity in my hometown of
Pans, Tenn.
The last several years have
been a labor of love for me, as I
have been afforded the opportunity to express my passion for
:,ports through my talents as a
journalist. I never was much of
an athlete, so I'm very blessed
:that God gave me the talent to
be involved
in sports in
this way.
My long
and very
rewarding
association
with the city
of Murray
and
Calloway
Sidelines County
:
By Scott
began when
Nanney
I started colSports Editor lege as a
freshman at
IVIurray State University in the
wall of 1992. That seems so long
:ago. In fact, it's hard to remem4ser a time when the Murray
"rommunity wasn't a part of my
life.
And, believe it or not. I've
enjoyed it tremendously. I'm a
native of the great state of
Tennessee by heart(Go Big
Orange!), but I leave with just a
littk bit of the Bluegrass in me
— minus the UK blue, of
course.
Through the years. I have
been a witness to many great
sports moments in this great
community —
For instance, who can forget
Aubrey Reese's one-handed
game-winner at the buzzer to
give Murray State the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
championship in 1999? Or the
game-winning field goal by
Murray's own Shane Andrus
that lifted coach Joe Pannunzio
and his Racers to the 2002
OVC football title?
I've also had the pleasure of
seeing many unforgettable
moments at the high school
level, including the Murray
High Tigers' stunning upset of
archrival Mayfield in the 1997
Class A state playoffs.
How about that amazing
week in the spring of 2003,
when Calloway County's Lady
Laker and Laker basketball
teams pulled off a rare double
by bringing home both First
Region Tournament championship trophies?
Yes, there have been many
great moments that I will cherish for years to come. But what
I will chensh most is the relationships that I've built with the
many great people in this community. I won't name names for
fear of leaving someone out,
but I appreciate all of your graciousness and kindness while
helping me do my job.
I'm thankful for all the kind
words of support. And, yes,
even the negative comments.
Why? Because it meant you
cared.
I've never seen a community
.this size as passionate about its
sports as this one. And I'm not
just paying lip service to that.
Its the truth. But it's also about
more than that. It's about good
people showing the pride they
have in their community and
their schools.
Fm also leaving behind a
great group of folks at the
Ledger A limes. We've been
through many good times and
many had at the corner of
Whitnell Avenue and Glendale
Road. but I'm glad to say the
good times have far outweighed
the bad.
A big thank you is reserved
for my publisher and friend.
Alice Rouse, who has meant a
Sodo GOODBYE. 2C
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TIGERS TOP
IMPROVED
LAMERS, 5-2
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Water
Murray High might have swept its regularseason series with rival Calloway County after a
5-2 victory on Tuesday night.
But in comparsion to the last time the two
teams tangled. one thing is certain about Murray
head coach Jim Baurer: He has respect for the
Lakers.
The Tigers shut out Calloway 6-0 the first
time around, and they looked well on their way
to handing the Lakers another goose egg last
night at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. But,
instead, Calloway took it to its crosstown rival,
matching the Tigers with two goals in the second
half to tie the match before Murray was able to
pull away late, tacking on -three more for just
enough breathing room.
Calloway's Colby Lyle took a Daniel
Hopkins assist for the Lakers' first goal at the
22:16 mark. Then, the Lakers tied the contest at
2-all when Daniel Hopkins scored an unassisted
goal.
But in the final six minutes, Matt Hines added
two goals for the Tigers and Jordan Benton provided the other score for insurance to keep the
Lakers at arm's length.
Jeremy Curd provided back-to-back goals,
getting one a mere 20 seconds into the match
and then another midway through the second
half to build an early 2-0 lead for MHS.
"It wasn't so much that we were playing any
worse than we did against them the first time, it's
that Calloway played much better than they did
the first time around,- Baurer said. "Calloway
played really well and kept it close. Any time a
match like this stays close, anything can hap°The
,match felt in the mind of Laker head coach
Martin Son.
The first-year coach knew his squad had
chances offensively late in the match to tack on
more goals, but he was happy to not see the
"takers hang their heads early in the match.
See PREP SOCCER. 2C
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Murray High's Jeremy Curd (14) tries to settle this ball as Calloway County's Charlie Rogers gives pursuit in the
first half.of Tuesday night's Second District battle at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. The Tigers swept the
season
series from the Lakers in a 5-2 final.

ONE GOAL ENOUGH FOR LADY TIGERS VERSUS CCHS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
A first-half goal by Sydney
Smith was all the Murray High
Lady Tigers would need to pull
off a regular-season sweep of
crosstown rival Calloway
County on Tuesday night at the
Jim Nix Soccer Complex.
Smith's goal. which came
early in the first half at the 33:52
mark, held up for a 1-0 final during a grueling 80-minute affair
in which bumps, bruises and
knockdowns came early and
often.
For the homestanding Lady
Lakers, early and often did not
result in goals. The only real
threat Calloway posed against
Murray came late in the contest.
when Amy Winkler's shot on
goal looked good, until Lady
Tiger goalkeeper Carly Mathis
came away with the ball.
Mathis had five saves for
Murray High. while Kelsey
Greer followed with 19 saves
for Calloway County.
Calloway's five shots on goal
came compliments of Lauren
Harlan. Winkler and two shots
each from Jessica Bowman and
Averee Fields.
CCHS head coach Mike
Harlan said it was a simple case
of his team deciding to turn on
the offensive switch 70 minutes
too late.
-That's been a problem
we've had for quite some time

wow- aiimelmot
.
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & limes

Calloway County's Averee Fields looks to clear the ball from a charging Addie Rigsby of
Murray High during the Lady Lakers' match against the rival Lady Tigers on Tuesday night at
the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. MHS earned a sweep of the season series in a 1-0 final.
now." Harlan said. "We wait
until the last I() minutes to put
the pressure on them and start
playing.
"I saw us playing more of a
defensive game, staying back

and being concerned of a transition coming back on us instead
of being concerned about attacking when we should he attacking."
As for Winkler's one shot on

goal. Harlan said. "It looked
good,just no luck.For first-year Murray head
coach Mickey McCuiston.
Tuesday night's showdown
between the two nvals was a

typical Lady Tiger match.
"We dominate, dominate,
dominate and out-shoot them,
and the result is a 1-0 final when
it should have been 4-0 or 54)."
he explained.
The one point of emphasis
McCuiston wanted to get across
to his players was to avoid a letdown after beating the Lady
Lakers 3-1 the last time the two
teams played.
McCuiston's words were not
taken to heart, according to the
sideline skipper.
"I was worried about it, even
in the sense that last night at our
Junior-varsity game, they had a
letdown and got beat 4-0," he
said. "We beat them the first
time around, so I saw something
like this coming.
"I actually had a meeting
with the girls after school today
to discuss that very thing. A win
tonight clinches a second or
third seed for us in the district,
so we had to know what was on
the line."
Harlan believes that the district tournament should be an
interesting one. And despite its
record, he said Calloway should
be a team to be taken seriously.
"Were not where we want to
be. but all season we've gotten
closer and closer." said Harlan.
"We fight a little harder, we've
done a little better and I really
think districts are going to be
interesting."

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Calloway claims top spot over Murray High,Trigg County Tuesday
Staff Report
CADIZ, Ky. -- Calloway County shot
a 158 to grab top honors at Tuesday".
prep golf match at the Boots Randolph
Golf Course
Chasten Howard tied for medalist
honors with teammate Matt McReynolds,
as the two Laker: each finished with a 38
to lead CCHS over Murray High 1177)

and host Trigg County (2141.
Brock Simmons and Hunter Gamson
rounded out the Calloway effort by posting scores of 40 and 42, respectively.
Meanwhile. Jordan Smith led Murray
with a 39. while Jay Roth turned in a 43
Blake Graham carded a 46 and Ian
Holmes recorded a 50
Derek Rogers paced the Tngg County

effort with a 49. while Preston Metts tallied a 54. Nick Choate (551 and t'aleb
Bush (56)rounded out the sconng for the
Wildcats.
In girls' play. Calloway County topped
rival Murray 200-224 in team scoring.
Individually for CCHS. Ellie Fisher
claimed medalist honors with a 49. Ricki
Lee Orr followed with a 50. Katie Tmdell

had a 51 and Safiah Hassan turned in a
55.
For Murray. Katnna Olson led the way
with a 53. Christina Veach followed with
a 55. while Samantha Tinsley and Adrian
Herndon each scored a 58.
Karli Bush was the only Tngg County
player to turn in a score, finishing with a
59.

Sport's
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Laken
drop match
to CFS
Stall Report
•ounts
Calloway (

The
volleyball teani dropped a
('hnsuan
two-set des:loon
fellowship on Tuesday nigh(
at kffrey Gymnasium

me

Lady takers 18-9)tell
to the Lady Eagles 11-61 by
scores of 25-21 and 25-15.
Leading

the

way

for

Calloway was Brittnee Dettz.
who tallied seven points and

Cats will challenge Hogs
ri-LE

ROCK (API —
Arkansas' beleaguered secondary needs a quick recovery.

Saturday night in Fayetteville
Grant has already bounced
back front last year's torn anten-

Alabama quarterback John
Parker Wilson had a big day
against the Razorbacks last

or eructate ligament, so a position change isn't likely to faze
him — especially since he

Andre

played cornerback earlier in his

Woodson and No. 21 Kentucky
come to town All Woodson did

Arkansas career
"1 played Cooler when I first
got here,- the senior said, -so

weekend,

and

now

was throw for four touchdowns
night to lead the

it's not really that big an adjust-

Saturday

Wildcats

over

then-No.

ment"

9

Grant says playing safety
him become a more

Louisville 40-34.
-He's very, very accurate —

helped

physical defender, something he
hopes will help him this week.
Kentucky's Keenan Burton has

one we Kristen Phillips followed with three points and
one ace. while 'kaki Penick
had two points and three

We've just got our work cut out
for us. We've got to get better in

Kentucky

assists

the secondary.-

Woodson will test Arkansas'
beleagured secondary in the

Katlyrm Kmg had two blocks
and one point. Leue Watson

The Raitirbacks were Just a
few seconds from a memorable
win Saturday rught. They rallied
from J three-touchdown deficit

tallied one point and one kill.
and Jacquelyn Pnce rounded

in the second hall against the
Crimson Tick. hut Wilson found

out the effort with one kill.

Matt Caddell for a 4-yard touchdown with 8 seconds remaining

Attie Ilk,tripson recorded
point and one kill.

lii junior-varsity action.
the Lady Laken claimed a
win over(FS in two sets. 2110 and 21-15
..illowaky
paced (
King
with II [aunts, four aces allid
three kills. Den, had five
points. four ... ts and one
kill. Nisa Ihinn turned in
• three flows. three assists and
one ace, while Samantha
Dunn had two points and one
ace Cydney (lere scored
four

points.

while

Haley

Edwards recorded four kills

TOW'S LBW /MOM ITI

Uitaly Seiler
in.ar ftwoceavia
Kn.%me asowini
,oloari 4 tido,'
_.; eel Illsie R.• 753-51142

TV Schedule
Today
MAJOR UlAGUIE SASEBALL
7 p.m.
184
f SF-14 SOCCE/4
I XI pm
if IAC hams:irons Imago
sci.nev;r. to Portugal vs
•.,t-•(mom Fc
Ponsoo
4 pm.
f-SPN-l-CASSIC - UIFIRA-Osenieuris
trcmitamorev.osiareese
avoisnais at I:tensions Spun
twee 14, Uwe,

0©02EDO A R

KENTUCKV 1:0()'fBA1,1,

a great Job with the
offense. It seems like he gets
better with each snap." Arkansas
said
Nutt
Houston
coach

one

Murray Ledger & links

does

for a 41-38 win.
Wilson threw for 327 yards
and lour touchdowns. On several occasions: Arkansas players
appeared to has e good coverage
but had their hacks turned to
the passer and weren't able to
find the hall quickly enough
"We've been in pretty good
position, hut we'se got to get

AP

Wildcats

quarterback Andre

SEC opener on

better at playing the ball,- Nutt
said -Wesc got to make some
plays"
Arkansas clearly misses cornerback Chris Houston, who left
for the NFL during the offseason
with a year of eligibility remaining. This week. the Razorbacks
shifted

yards with nine touchdowns and
no otters:croons:
Woodson was 30-of-44 for

Saturday —

have

21 catches for 257 yards and two
TDs in three games this season.
Woodson's numbers are even
more superb He'. completed 68
percent of his passes for 743

safety

Michael

Grant to Jerell Norton's cornerback spot Kes in Woods is a top
candidate to replace Grant at

275 yards against Louisville.
Southeastern

earning

Conference offensive player of
the week honor's. His 57-yard
Steve
to
pass
touchdown
with 28 seconds left
Was the difference in the game.

Johnson

•Goodbye
From Page

lot to Ille ,Uld

safets
Arkansas hosts Kemucks on

1C
my career here

from the time I first walked in
the door as a green intern in the
mid-1990s.

I also want to say thanks to

•Prep soccer
From Page 1C

-Ne %etc mote composed.
and
tecl like in big games
indisiuIse said this before
dalls were not going to be as
talented. hut We play good as a
leant.- said SOW -To play good
as a tram, souse gut to keep
possession. and 1 think we did a
good ph of that We took away
their offensise threats, and that
gaVe us more quality shots
flies played hard After ?dorms
was
Komi that tiro goat it
SCC

thettl not hang thier

heads
Lsen though the phrase "Will
hit cliche. it
win." might 114:

"We've done that before.
where something is triggered
and we get fired up oser a had
to
credit
gise
But
call
Calloway." Baurer noted. -The
reason this was a close match
wasn't because we were playing
Calloway
well It was het.
was plasing better Alter they

paper.

COM
KF Betu
olesonder kytbins cam

•-.110111. •tuart

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American Lupus
East Division
GB
L
W
90 62
Boston
21/2
87 64
Now York
13 172
76 75
Toromo
25
64 86
Ballroom
27
89
63
Tampa Bay
Contra! Division
L Pc! GB
W
89 62
Cleveland
61i2
69
83
Deuce
15
74 77
Minnesota
231/2
65 85
Kansas City
24
65 86
Chicago
West Division
L Pct GB
W
89 62
Los Angeles
812
80 70
Seattle
16
74 79
Oakland
19
70 81
Texas
Tuesday's Scores
Cleveland 7 Detroit 4
N Y Yankees 12 Baltimore 0
Toronto 4 Boston 3
Minnesota 4.Texas 2
Kansas City .3 Chicago WNW Sox 2
Seattle 8 Oakland 7
L A Angels 2 Tampa Bay 1
Today a Games
Detroit (Robenson 8-11) at Cleveland
(Sebeem 17.7) 11 05 a m
Seattle (F Hernandez 12-7) et Oakland
(Meyer 0-1) 2 35 p m
Tampa ear (Howell 1 an at L A Angels
(Santana 6-13) 2 35 1:1 m
Baltimore (Buries 6-5) at N V Yankees
(Penne 13-8) 6 05 p m
Boston (Buchholz 3-01 at Toronto
ilitsch 5-91 6 07 p
TaXaS (Padilla 6-91 at Minnesota (Garza
3-6-) 7 10 p m
Chicago While Sox 'Contreras 9-16) at
Kansas City illiannetter 12-8) 7 10 p m
Thursday's Gems*
Chicago White Sox (Garland 9-12) at
Kansas City (Greinke 6-6) 1 10 pm
Baltimore (Zambrano 0-2) at Texas
i McCarthy 5-10) 7 05 0 m
Seams (Ramirez 8-7) at L A Angels
(Jeer Weaver 12-7) 905 p m

sports assistant Michael Dann.
who will be taking over my
post as soon as Friday.
Michael and his new double-

It was just a close match"
The Tigers finished with 14

sports staff. Please work with
them as well as you have with

shots on goal. while the 1-iikers
tinished with lour shots

me all these years.
Remember, this is not an

Will Hudson had zero sase
Nolan
while

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 17021111'Y 121 N BYPASS • MURRAY. KY

I also appreciate the

play partner, Tommy Dillard,
will compnse the new Lecher

opportunttes

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

work and camaraderie of my
fellow co-workers, especially

tied it up. it was a brand-new
match that was tightly contested.

Jackson. who replaced Hudson
in the second half, gave up the
- .peaks solumes tor .11.tuer.
anti_--twervissts tut also tad two
leia
his balk tub to not have
sases Keaton Pierce had sv.cn
down after handling the Laker.
sd%cs in goal lot Calloway
the first time out
ii )

our managing editor. Enc
Walker, for his friendship and
continued sers ice to this news-

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

easy Job And it's not one we
take lightly. So give these men

National League
East Division
L Pot GB
W
•
83 67
New
1 12
82 69
PAIMIMIphia
512
78 73
MIMS
15 t'2
68 83
waskinison
18 1 2
65 86
nones
Central Division
GB
1
W
78 72
79 73
ChoL.19),
a
70 ao
St Louis
91/2
82
69
Cincinnat
12 1/2
66 85
Pittsburg,
13 1/2
65 86
Houston
West Division
L Pet GB
W
85 67
Arizona
1
83 67
Sari Diego
S112
79 72
Colorado
5112
79
72
Los Angeles
171M
67 U
San Francisco
Tuesday's Scores
Conrad° 3 LA Dodgers 1, 1st game
Colorado 9 L A Dodgers 8. 2nd game
Washnglon 9 N Y Mets 8
Atlanta 4. norms 3
Cincinnati 5. Chicago Cubs 2
1.4dwauktie 9 Houston 1
Philadelphia 7 St Louis 4, 14 innings
Arizona 5 San Francisco 0
San Diego 5 Pnsburgh 3
Today's Games
N Y Mets (Peltrey 2-71 at Washington
!Chico 5-8) 6 05 p m
Florida (Barone 1-2) at Atlanta (James
10-10) 635 pm
Cincinnati fSheam 3-0) at Chicago
Cubs (Lilly 15-7) 7 05 p m
Milwaukee (Bush 11-10) at Houston
(Gutierrez 1-1) 7 05 p m
Philadelphia (Moyer 13-11) at St Louis
(Wainwright 13-11) 7 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Penny 16-4) at Colorado
(Fogg 9-9) 7 35 p
San Francisco (Zito 9-12) at Arizona
(Davis 13-12) 8 40 p m
PrItsburgh (Snell 9-12) at San Diego
young 9-7) 9 05 p m
Thursday's Games
LA Dodgers (Lowe 12-121 at Colorado
(Jimenez 3-4). 2 05 p m
Pittsburgh (Morns 9-10) at San Diego
(Tomko 3-111 2 35 p m
NY Mets IGlavine 13-6) at Florida
(Willis 9-15). 6 05 pm
Philadelphia (Lonse 8-12) at
Washington (Bergmann 5-9- 605 pm
Milwaukee (Suppan 10-11) at Atlanta
1Cormier 2-6). 6 35 p m
Houston (Rodriguez 8-13) at St Louis
Looper 12-10). 7 10 p m
Cincinnati (Bailey 2-2) at San Francisco
(Cain 7,15). 9 15 p m

SportsBriefs

your respect They deserse it
God bless all of you who
have meant Si) much forgo

•Tryouts for the West Kentucky Titans 8-under travel baseball tearn•.
have been re-scheduled for Sunday from 2 to 4 p m at the Mid....Continent College softness field in Maigeskb For additional information
contact David Sisekeen at (270) 293:0857tir Kent Guthne at (270)804-

long And, as always. go
Racers. Tigers and Lakers!

0799
•

MSU vs. Jacksonville State
Sept. 29•3 p.m.
Family Weekend
& Military Appreciation Day

The first 500 fans
to bring a hygiene
item will receive
a Racer Fan Scroll

including a Blackhawk Helicoptek,
Hum-V, Jeep, and Rock Wall

GO

RACERS
111

Military redeye 2 tickets with ID
Ticket Office 270-809-4895
www.GoRacers.com
lag ul"
\Leafsoho
sL8-

07

Needline Hygiene Drive
Sponsored by
The Journey Church

CHEVROLET
CADILLAC
final Niodel
Year End Closeout

Customer
Appreciation Month!

LIFETIME
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY

We Thank You For Our al
Best Year. Ever!
Our Thanks — Your Savings!

&) 2007 Toyota Tacoma
Reg. 4x4 Pickup

2007 Chrysler PT Cruiser
29 MPG

727

Stk it67103
• Automanc Transmrssron
• Power Convenience Package
• HD Trailenng Package
• Traction Control
Farm Berm Nomboa Nes floceive A*lama'STA Rob*. Soo Dee* kr Debits!"

Sale $15
Price
9

111•••••.,

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Rebates

$15,695
—1,499
—500

Stk. OGC7674
•Automatic Transmission
•SunroofSale
•Spoiler
•Keyless Entry
•Cruise Control
Farm Bursas Aleethers Nay Receles
$501Ikea. Stre Dolor ler Mails!"

Price

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Toyota Rebate

'139696*

MSRP
Peppers Dist
Mfg Rebate

S16.230
- 1,233
-3.000

11,997

Sale Price $

2008
Toyota Corolla CE
anIMSRP
Peppers Discount
Toyota Rebate
Auto., A/C, Power
Windows, CD
Player
Stk. SaC8011

MSRP
Peers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

$23.750
2.754
h001)

14,996

—15

49775

Customer $
Appreciation Price 11

All New 2007
Toyota 4Runners

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

0

Sale Price

$25,150
- 1,664
- 2,500

20,986

$

do % Financing
MSRP
$42,425
Peppers Disc -4,440
Rebate
-2,000
Sale $olc aR5*

Stk. O617395
•Ultraview Sunroof
•Rear A/C
•Heated Seats
•OnStar Turn By Turn Navigation
Farm Bureau Members May Receive Madras/ SSA beak Soo Du*ler Details! •

Price Uti_

"rnce 55i$ DA MIt & lansei
rirunulutwes *Mu& hag to Isl.luolum 064.31lac
101.0101 PIM let UNPIN muss01;
•lion is nOle ralilator Warm sho Iwo ber minty ot Fats Sum lot a Nut 301*

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

E.1..PtPPtefKi=
4
1701

W01111 St

www pitippersaulornolowe corn
Paris IN
1 11140 315 32194 /311 647 39110

lir

t.,

for
60 Months

MSRP
Peppers Disc

Check Out All Customer
Appreciation Savings
acome aft,
baser .,Ce 424e5 OGC 7460C 2.1r oto rest re notara Nita,
"V 3016-0ast r rale xpoto ON. APR O mcrOs cored -7•901-nrca &rim >A

$24,015
-2.018

$21,997

Sale Price

10.1E.WO WOW IN•alOft
'MI vs.to, en kao mama nom MOON WY<
-W.1
.e5,.SC.
CIC•ea 11.•=11.0.1.111.4.1•11
11110....,IMO •••OM=w
001.10 0101.0.1•111k .1.1.1111010
1.OM*•uno.mi
•• VI.Iloa.

a

cao.s../...I1,11.110•1•

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PtPPt,-e,C
www pr.ppersautomolive corn
800 325 3719• 731 642 3900
74701 Wood $I Paris 19

2400 1 Wood St •Paris
642 5661 • 1 800 /40 8816

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2002 Toyota Tundra SR5
16,000 Miles, DRW,
Diesel.
Stk. #GT799921B

Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. *P6575

12,000

3,000 Miles,
V-8 Ext. Cab.
Stk. #CP173

2001 Buick
LeSabre Custom

Ext. Cab, 4x4, TIC, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #TT799969A

27.000 Miles, T/C, PW,

PL, CD Leather.
Stk. #CP194

71.000 Miles, TIC, PW, PL.

Stk #GC799967A

2005 Chrysler 300 Touting
11,000 Miles, Leather,
Step Bars.
Stk. #CP180

68,000 Miles,
Loaded.
Stk #CT7216A

2005 Dodge Dakota SLT
18,000 Miles, Quad Cab
4x4, Chrome Wheels,
Nurf Bars. Stk #CP175

12,000 Miles, All Power,
Chrome Wheels, 8
Passenger. Stk. #CP135

47,000 Miles, Northstar
V8, Cadillac, Certified
Stk. #P6567A

19,987°
2007 Chevrolet Impala LT 2006)eep Commander Limited
79,000 Miles, Autoride,
Leather, 8 Passenger.
Stk. #GT7957A

28,000 Miles, TIC. PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. OCP203

'Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

2400 E Wood St.•Paris • 642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
www.peppersautomotive.com
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MURRAY STATE ROUNDUP

Wolfe paces Racers
VOLLEYBALL,
SOCCER SQUADS
DROP MATCHES
By MSU Media Retails:Inn
TUNICA, Miss. — The
Murray State men's golf team
closed the deal just like a thoroughbred on Tuesday, when it
fired a final-round 282 to win
the Jackson State Invitational by
II shots over second-place
Southern Illinois
Mc Racers did it with outstanding team play that included
eight rounds under par and four
of those in the 60s Four of
MM ''s starting five players finished in the top-10. including a
career-best second-place show
ing by Jared Wolfe
The Racers dominated from
the start on Monday, when they
played I6-holes in rounds of 282
MSU Media Pleiatrons
and 286 MSU's final score Was Sophomore Jared Wolfe led the Racers to the championship
850, SIU had an 861 and thirdof the Jackson State Invitational by finng a 213 to place secplace Tennessee-Martin finished
in the event
ond
at 1472 Tennessee Tech 0173),
Evansville 0040). Jackson State didn't come as easy as at may Missoun State on Friday at 7
(903. Birmingham Southern sound
p m., then travels to Eastern
(908), Florida A&M 1914),
There were a total of 34 tics Illinois for a match on Saturday
Alabama State 19151 and and IS lead changes in games 1 at 2 p.m
Centenary (926)rounded out the and 3. but things worked out
Soccer: The Racers played
top- II) teams.
well for the Racers (4-8, 1-2 another top-quality opponent in
Wolfe's second-place show- OVC), who won 35-33. 30-27. the Evansville Aces on Tuesday,
and again, in many cases, outing came from rounds of 76-68- 31-29.
69=213. Jerry Price finished
Alison Mugler and Becca played the competition. only to
fourth with SCOres of 70-70- Lamb each had a match-high 17 drop a 2-1 decision
74.2-14,- while Mitchell-Moore kills, while trestinum
Murray State fell behind
placed sixth with scores of 70- ter Sara Hayden had l6 Hayden early when the Aces scored in
74- 71=215 Cameron Carrico had an attack percentage of 419, the 10th and 21st minutes to take
2-0 lead
had rounds of 73-75-68=216 to with only three errors in 31
finish seventh, Nick Newcomb attacks. Tara IkMage had an
MSU scored in the 67th
placed 27th after scores of 69- attack percentage of .318 with minute, when Jen Pews set up
74-140=22
nine kills and two errors in 22 Rebekah clay on a shot from 10
Chris Griffin played the tirur
attacks, while Mugler hit .279 yards nght of the goal
nanient as all indi.idual and with live errors in 43 attacks,
The Racers had several
came through with his hest col- and Lamb hit .262 with sic chances to draw even, but they
could not get the equalizer even
legiate finish of seventh place enors in 42 attacks.
with rounds of 69-71-76=216
Cassie Chesney handed out a though they dominated play in
Osff the last three seasons
match-high 52 assists. while the second half and outshot
that .irscr 2h events. MS1: Heather Ntams served up three Evansville 14-4 for the half MSU
coach Eddie Hunt's team has aces Chesney had two aces. had a 17-9 advantage in shots
miss turned in 211 nip-5 finishes,
while Alyssa Groves and senior for the game
including sesen wins
The Racers will fly Thursday
defensive specialist Ashley
['he Racers nest tournament Meagher each had one Norris morning from Nashville to Fort
begins Saturday in Sunset repelled a match-high 17 digs, Meyers, l-la . to play two games
Beach. C . when they tee it up while Groves had IS. 1>eMage before returning home
in thy led Trail Intercollegiate
MSU plays Friday night at
had 14 and Mugler had I I
Volleyball: MM picked up
Tennessee-Martin was paced Honda International in Miami
its first Ohio Valley Conference by 11 kills from Taylor Noland. before playing at Honda Gulf
win in d shutout at lennessee- while Sarah Jett had 10
Coast on Sunday in Fort
%Limn to luesday. but the win
Murray State visits Southeast Meyers

place in the
BIG FINISH: The Murray High junior-varsity volleyball team captured first
Tigers went
Lady
The
15.
Sept.
on
Tournament
Bronze Division of the Lone Oak JV
County to
Calloway
and
Fellowship
Chnstian
defeating
play,
tournament
in
undefeated
Keifer, Lauren
claim the title. Team members pictured include (on floor, from loll) Kristina
Dieleman, (standing) Victona Hardin, Catherine Claywell, Caitlin Robinson, Abby
Murdock. Chelcie Winchester, Mana Speed, Elizabeth Dawson, Taylor Butler and
Catherine Wilson and (back row) coaches Lisa Thurman and Laura Enke.

ULTIMATE CAGE FIGHTING

Murray to hold first UCF event
'RAGE IN THE CAGE' SET THURSDAY AT RCER ARENA
By SCOTT PINNEY
Sports Editor
For the first time ever.
Murray will be host to an
Ultimate Cage Fighting event.
The l'('F-sponsored "Rage in
the Cage- event will be held on
Thursday night at Racer Arena.
And it's gaining a considerable
amount of interest locally,
according to UCF president and
promoter Jeff Moore.
Moore said most of the floor
and chair seats for the event
have been sold, and the organization has high hopes for brisk
walk-up sales.
"(Ultimate Fighting) is the
in
sport
fastest-growing
America," Moore claimed. "It's
like NASCAR was 10 years ago,
and look how many NASCAR
fans there are now. ... There are

at least eight primetime TV
shows that are dedicated to
mixed martial arts, so it's obviously surpassed the boxing community as far as ratings go.
"Week in and week out, the
highest-rated program (on TV)
is WWE wrestling. This (sport)
is rapidly catching up to the
WWE, and it will overtake it at
some point," he added.
UCF is hest described as
mixed martial arts, which
includes forms of boxing, kick
boxing. marital arts. Greco
Roman wrestling. Muay Thai
and jujitsu.
"It's not a tough man contest." noted Moore."It's nothing
like that
Moore had assistance us
bringing the first UCF event to
Murray. Ron Daley, the organi-
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zation's fight coordinator and a
martial arts trainer at Murray's
Family Fitness Center, has
helped with the effort.
Thursday's event is scheduled to include fighters from
including
stets,
several
Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia,
Ohio, Virginia, Nevada and
Minnesota.
One local fighter. Murray's
Jeremy Baker, will be making
his UCF debut against another
rookie participant.
The event is scheduled to
begin at 7 p.m., with doors
opening to the public at 6. A
hospitality room for VIP ticketholders will open at 5 o'clock.
Tickets for "Rage in the
Cage- are $30 on the floor, $20
for chair seats and $10 for
bleacher seats.
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State law complicating efforts to clean up meth labs
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (API Elnore Robinson wants to clean
up her Louisville rental property
where police arrested her tenants for making inethamphetamine, but a new state law is
standing in her way.
The law, which took effect
weeks after the bust, requires
property owners to hire stalecertified contractors to clean up
properties where toxic and
potentially explosive chemicals
were cooked to make the drug.
Since the law took effect July 1.
no contractor has signed up to be
certified — in large part, officials say, because a $500,000
surety bond or 'other financial
assurance' must be posted.
"Everything has to be
cleaned by a certified individual
before it will pass the health
inspection," Robinson said. "We
wanted to do it right, we intended to do it right, but nobody now
is certified. I called Frankfort
and they said if we did (the
cleanup) correctly it still wouldn't pass."
The cleanup of former meth
labs — nearly 350 were busted
statewide in 2006— depends on
the level of contamination. It
ranges from requiring the disposal of furniture, carpet, drapes
and drywall, to washing things
down with bleach and water.
The cost generally ranges
from $5;000 to $10,000, but
sometimes goes higher.
Contractors also are required
by the Environmental and
Public Protection Cabinet to

Mass. Gov.
eyes state
casinos
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BOSTON (AP) — Gov.
Deval Patrick proposed licensing three full-scale casinos in
Massachusetts on Monday, a
move he said would generate
billions of dollars for the state
And thousands of jobs.
The casinos would go in the
crate's western, southeastern and
Boston regions. and Patrick said
they would generate more than
$2 billion annually in economic
activity.
"With that kind of economic
benefit, we cannot reject the
gaming industry out of hand,"
the Democratic governor said.
The casinos also would generate $400 to $450 million in
annual tax revenue that Patrick
said he would spend on transportation upgrades and property
tax relief.
Getting the casinos, however,
will take the Legislature's
approval, and support there is
mixed. House Speaker Salvatore
DiMasi said Monday he was not
persuaded by Patrick's plan.
"So far, our concerns for ushering in casino gambling have
not been eased," DiMasi said in
a statement. "We in the House
remain skeptical. But we will
hear the governor out and we
will be asking the governor to
explain the rationale behind his
conclusions.
Senate President Therese
Murray has said she supported
expanded gambling.
Massachusetts already has
some legalized gambling in the
form of a state lottery and four
racetracks. If casinos are
approved, the licenses would be
put up for bid in a competitive
process open to both Indian
tribes and casino companies_
The governor said developing casino gambling in the state
was part of his overall plan for
long-term sustainable growth in
the state. Patrick is under pressure to find new revenue. He has
proposed a SI billion life science project that would include
the worlds largest stem cell
hank and a SI .4 billion commuter rail line from Boston to
Fall River and New Bedford.
The state also is looking for
extra money to close an estimated $15 to $19 billion gap in
transportation spending over the
next 20 years
Gambling opponents already
are mobilizing against the plan,
arguing the casinos won't be the
ash cow Patrick hopes and will
end up costing the state mossy
- primarily Lowery revaiwes
while destroying its cbtel.
Consumers spent S32 billion
in commercial casinos in II
states last year — more than
consumer spending on specialty
coffee and hooks combined.
according to the Amencan
Gaining Association.

carry liability insurance for at
least $250,000 to cover themselves in case a cleanup is not
done properly.
But "the hurdle is the halfmillion dollars" for the surety
bond, cabinet spokesman Mark
York said. "That is what contractors have told us."
While the statute cannot be
changed until the General
Assembly meets next year, York
said the cabinet had come up
with a temporary solution _
using cabinet funds to underwrite $450,000 of the bond
amount and requiring contractors to come up with a $50,000
bond. In the long term, he said,
"Obviously what we would like
to do is work with the bill sponsor and see about working on
possible changes to the legislation."
The sponsor, Rep. Tanya
Pullin, D-South Shore, said she
would be open to changing,the
law.
"If the reality is no one will
sign up under those circumstances, then we need to make a
change," she said. "What we
really want is to get these things
cleaned up.'
Environmental attorney Tom
FitzGerald dismissed concerns
about the surety bond, saying he
blames the cabinet for not
aggressively searching for contractors to certify.
"I think it is regrettable the
agency has not made an active
effort to go out there and recruit
the contractors to get this pro-

gram up and running the way it
was intended," said FitzGerald,
the director of the KentuckyResources Council, an environmental group.
He also said he does not
believe the proposed solution
satisfies the intent of the law.
"You are essentially eliminating the whole intent of the surety bond requirement," he said.
'You are shifting the risk and the
exposure for nonperformance
from the individual who had
committed to do the job to the
state.'
Before Kentucky's law took
effect, the cleanup was left to
county health departments and
property owners. There were no
standards or requirements that a
home be properly cleaned
before being occupied again.
York said he could offer no
immediate
solution
to
Robinson's dilemma, beyond
lobbying environmental companies to sign up for the certification.
"I would encourage (property
owners) to contact companies
that are in the cleanup business
to encourage them to go through
the certification process," he
said.
Robinson said she has done
that to no avail.
FitzGerald said he finds
York's suggestion to Robinson
"Frankly, that's their job,"
FitzGerald said of the state.
York said the state has
approached contractors in sur-
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Bill Robinson and his wife, Elnore Robinson, tight, sit down to rest outside their rental in
Louisville, Ky. Their last tenant used the home to make methamphetamine before being arrested. A new law requires that they hire a state-certified company to do the clean up before it can
be rented out again. The cleanup depends on the level of contamination, ranging from requiring the disposal of furniture, carpet, drapes and drywall, to washing things down with bleach
and water. The cost generally ranges from $5,000 to $10,000, but sometimes goes higher,
however the flobinsons have been unable to find anyone to do the work.
rounding states, and has "people new law on the Web."
are interested in signing up to do
available to answer questions —
Several contractors who are the meth lab properties but were
there's been inquiries — and certified to handle asbestos unaware of the new law.
we've posted information on the removal in Kentucky said they
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Murphy USA is currently seeking
a Manager in the Murray area.
Our gas station is located on the parking lot
of the Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Excellent starting salary
(S30.000 to $35,000NR)
c•.`

plus monthly commissions, complete benefit
package including Health Benefits and Profit
Sharing program. Applicants should possess
strong leadership skills, solid basic retail math
skills and outstanding people skills. Prior retail
management experience not required,
but desired.

Call Murphy Oil USA, Inc.
Toll Free at
1-800-843-4298
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PROGRAMMER
Analyst, Information
Systems Department,
Stat
Murray
UniversityFull-time.
non-tenure track position to begin Nowneber
2007 Gusallcations
Bachelor degree in
computer science or
related field preferred.
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience as an appliprogrammer
cation
analyst Knowledge of
applications program
ming systems analysix relational databases and programming
Support functions is
Experience
required
with PLSOL. Oracle
procedures.
Stored
Oracle
and
Development tools preferred. Mud possess
strong interpersonal
Stole (both written and
v•rbal)
R•sponsIbIllties
direction of
Under
Manager,
Administrative
provide
Computing,
systems development.
assist in the support
and impternentabon of
SunGard Banner ERR
and perform all dubes
associated with the
t Universrt
strame
applicamPrZrt o
uP
ad
s
application
tions
DeedlIne: October 12,
2007 To Apply: Send
letter of eradication,
resume and three affront letters of pratesstonal reference to
Programmer
Chair,
r
e
ach
Analyst
e
CommittSs
Administrative
Computing
Information Systems,
State
Murray
University. 112 I & T
Murray. KY
Women
42071-3347
and /71100(014.5 are
encouraged to apply
Murray State Untveratry
Educaboonnt
enrioye Empiorn
Tual
and
opportunity, A44r4:), AA

CORP for National and
(CE
Service
Cornrnunrty
VISTA
Amencorps
MASONRY laborers
Powbon avail/ibis in
needed Valid driver's
The
Purchase
cense required
'
VISTA
Amencorps'
4892790. 293-2656
program es'whim& of
MOTORCYCLE
national minricie organrrischensc needed. Cal
/aeons that empower
270-362-2444 for interindividuals to give back
VOW
to their communMes
and is seeking appliNOW hirMg Days Inn
cants who we —. night suellontront desk
ad in sennng at a local (den) API* In Penal
domestic maim* preOnly 517 S 121h St.
. to help enhance
war,
Murray
than capacity building
NOW Iiidrai applica•OrACIPS (i•. hind-MMtions for at positions
./Ng. public rotations.
and at shifts Apply
volunteer recruitment. In person at Sonic
etc ) In exdwrige for
DrIve-in. 217 S 125i
the year Of IMMICe. toe
St Murray, KY No
successful applicant
phone cold
will rissaeve a thing
NURSE Practitioner or
secrets/Ice of 49 706
Physician's Assistant
medal benefits. cnkl
2-3
Pan-time.
care of 6691b4C. •
days/week P0 Box
housing
$I Moto
1040-E. Murray. KY
allowance fl sppsca42071
He) and earn an education awwe 01 14.725 PERSONS needed So
prepare income tax
that can be used for
Seasonal
Woe
hAure education or to
employrnera We era
repay willed student
Won Free tax course
Owis Applicants must
Cal 753-9204 or 437Piave a mrenurn of a
4.531
school
NCO,
MUCK Drivers
dipiornaGED & experineeded wall Clem A
ence wonting wah nonCOL s Responstiden
profits and/or market
sill include hauling
no becaground a plus
To apply. send cover
whet & other construction materials in
leller. copy of moons
moss durro trucks PI
and three tellers of no/these
meet
wen:* to MHOCC. you
send
PC Boa 98 Paducah. requirements
your mourns or apply vi
'<intik:try 42002-00NI
person at 7025 Old
wily* to way is
West
Cairo no.d
a 30
Paducah KY 42096
evaded
AANTER
No phone cads
Es:penance preferred
FOE
226-0506

MOM COMPUTERS
A• Centhed Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3666
1113
tel to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING Old U.S. coon
and Paper money cOllections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

NEW pool table, neve
used. 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, tett,
acc package, retails
$4.500, selling for
set
must
$1,500.
(573)300-1031
PRIME LOCATION, 2
Murray
at
crypts
Gardens
Memorial
inside
side-by-side
2
level
Chapel
(479)750-4811
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
FREE 6
upgrade
months of HD programming w/HD upgrade
Get months 3 FREE of
Cinemax
&
HBO
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo + $5.00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll tree
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale 227-7352, 7534582
Surplus Sales - Ky's
Largest Liguidators of
Pre -finished hardwood flooring ($1.79
sq tt), Laminate (1.69
sq ft), Tile ( 59 sq ft) 270-443-4590
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOK
Best me county has
Can Terrell Tidwell

07 Hot tub brand new
in package 6-7 person
753-9075
lots of jets digital,
(270)227-2193
ozoneator, water fall,
of
loads
cover. retail $7 300, Truck
13.600 Laminate flooring in
sell
must
(573)300-1031
stock. $69 per sq ft
270-4-43-4590
12X24 storage building
w/front porch New
13.900 firm 492-8222
60 inch TV, 5 piece
cedar bedroom set with
LARGE
armoire, oak dinette
SELECTION
2
set, fender guitar.
USED APPLIANCES
VCR's. Call after 400
WARD ELKINS
pm 753-1308 or 2937102
APPROX. 3008. green
(270) 753-1713
chain link fence. Top
Frigidaire self.
WHITE
rail, posts, two gates, &
hardware AM in good cleaning stove. $175
dryer
shops 4100 270-873- White washer &
$175 Chest type freez8051
er. $95 293-5211
BACI-I Trumpet. $150
Trombone $50, and
Howe Firnislinet
Trampoline $50.
293-0447
with
Ceramic We by the box KITCHEN table
or by the pallet $ 59 leaf and 6 chairs comsq ft and up Large puter table with shrift
Quantities available do' cabinet queen bed
frame with head and
270-443-4590
Kenmore
footboard
prom
CINDERELLA
1r portable dormer-nyel4
121213
drosses I
or 1 year old.
low, I sue 8 blue 4150
767-1878
each 270-492-8614
UKE new at, deer
Don't overpay for your
erIcharigar wIPe hutch
re-modeling' Laminate & changing pad. $750
Soong, Ceramic ale.
436-6202
Pre-finished hardwood
RN or LPN Part-Ime,
Kys
more
ancl
2-3 clays/week. P0
Nuuss Fur Iii
Largest Uquidakir 270Box 1040-0, Murray.
443-4690
KY 42071
*"*OWNER
aluFEATHERL ITE
FINANCE
SPEEDWAY a now hir1
a
tor
bed
OW
minum
116 380 213A 65.000
ing a Coaeri %Deere
ton truck. $1.000
down $645 month, 1
The position a worked
Citif day trailer, $300
acre. 72 Sunda/ice
IA-F from 5 30A1.4 to
437-4296, 217-5611
753-1011
is
and
30PM
HD Televisions
1993
FRANKLIN
demanding and fast
Come by Olympic 18)00 380 2 bath won
paced Full time bensPlaza to see our selec- upgrades 044U0t TOYS,
Ms available
tion of HD televielons 270-753-6197
Fiat screen Plasm &
GOVERNMENT
profesTax
WANTED
LCOs Rwr Prossclion
FUNDS available for
Mike
or
local
sionals
LG. Toshiba,
also
Nat hme home buyers
You provide the athWe
Sony
&
Hitachi
Zero down, your lend
rude we provide eduhave a lwge selimeon
or family land Ends
cation training, and
of anterteinment cen10/15/2007 731484career development
ters & TV carts
P156
Please call
Beesley Antenna &
618-771-0296
NEW 380 anglessida
Sallie. 750-0901
on 1 acre ka, move-sr
rentals
reedy, no
(270)978$51,500
0921
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I hen
20 yews experience
270-759-9653
WILL clean houses
Flexible hours
314-346-1738
WILL damn houses.
Pisan cell 293-6606

Name Fer Sel

In stock Pre-erished
hwewood aooring
$1 79 so ft 270-4434690
saw 'mama' a
bag springs $100 270492-8614

NICE 290 trade( No
pas 753-9866

OR 2br sole. near
lAurray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diugtud Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat end Au
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
0
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

MOVING SALE

Wednesday,September 19, 2007 • 38

Calhoon Construction, LLC

Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th St.
Paint & paint supplies: 20-50% off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.ft.,
50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

General Contracting

David's

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Home
Improvement

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

SI\I\IOWs
HAMM \I \
‘N OH
I I NIINI

Water Damaq,
Braces & Flute Remodeling & Pkim

270-5/94570
WILDUFE
Food Plot
Consultants
'Deer and Turkey
•Custom planting
'Soil testing
•Liming and Fertilizing
'Spraying
•Berdcang area Design
and Construction
•Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/clays
498-8950/evenings

Dawd Geflamore, Owner
Will Do Insurance VV,y.
visa S MasterCard Ac,

731-247-5422

For Rini
Auto Ports

its
for
-ell
12
ay
-ns
ode
2.

EE
HD
6
sinde
of
ax
at
•.00
Call
nfo.
reee.50
53-

of
9
69
)

of
•

Ill

•

ti

175

with
cornshell.
bed
! and
more
an-

IxAch
1750

II ii

1993
nth
move.
ENT
for
land
Ends
1484-.

-BR Small lutchenette all utilities furnished, no pets,
Aurora KY Call
474-2202
1BR. various locations,
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR brick, w/d hookup,
carport, patio. No pets.
$355 a month.
753-6931 or 293-6070
2BR Duplex 1302
VaNeywood $425/mo.
293-7738 293-1446
2BR duplex, nice.
Chl/A, appliances furnished Vanous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR,
washeridryer,
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood, no pets,
$475/month + deposit
753-0919
38R with appliances,
central air, 5 minutes
from MSU, 121 North.
$375/mo. + deposit.
Call after 4:00.
753-3560
4BR 2BA, all appli
ances, central H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD condominiums. All appliances included.
767-9948.
FEMALE college students need roommate
In
Murray Place
Everything Included,
Contact Gwen 270826-0685, 270-4540585 or Murray Place
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking app:
hons for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
UVE Oak Apts.
Nesvly Remodeled •
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 depose special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 11-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 28R duplex.
Carport. No pets
227-3054 or 753-7457
NICE clean 28R apartment 1413 Millwood
Lease, deposit No
pets $400 month
767-0884, 226-9566
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD SI -800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
5—
$100 Deposit
lEIR 1325
2BR 1375
Call Todeyt
7153-11668.

BR In county Lease &
deposit No pets
753-0728. 994-3306

2, 3 & 48R houses
Lease
&
deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR
1BA,
newly
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th $425
month 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
3BR 1 5BA immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
depose required. 1116
FaMane Dr $850 per
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
313R, 1-1/26A, S.W. of
town, large yard,
garage door opener,
appliances, $750/rno
+ deposit. references,
NO PETS. 753-7920

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

BOAT STORAGE
\Nth WI

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905.
293-1480
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area. Over
8.800 S.F Great for
retail, offices, restaUrant, or any kind of
business_ Has parking
lot, central h/a, and
security
system
$1,800/mo
270-293-9349

"A Setter Race to Store"
Hwy 121N, across from
National Guard Armory
270-759-5555
NEW UNITS

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
779 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell 12701 293-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

MINIATURE donkey o
pony cart, new, 2 sets
of harness $500.00.
5 month old miniature
donkey, Jenny- black
$300.00. 435-4420

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1254
BACKUSBURG RD
KIRKSEY
Thurs & Fri
7:00-7
Clothes- boy. girl adult,
maternity, baby items,
household, seasonal,
aquarium w/stand
small furniture

YARD SALE
391 Oak Grove
Church Rd.
Thur., 9/20
Fri., 9/21
Sat., 9/22
7AM-?
furniture infant
boys & women's
clothing 8, much
more

YARD SALE
569 Beane Rd.
Take 94E to 280
Fri., Sat., & Sun.

STARTING your own
business') Use your
imagination Business
property Suitable for
pet store, pet motel.
day care, sewing facility, craft business, pottery making. This has
been car detail shop
and retail shop 3/4
acre lot leaves room for
expansion Good parking, good location High
traffic business area
Price
reduced
to
$79 900 for quick sale
Call Earteene Woods
0 Grey's Properties
Ceti 270-752-0077

AVAILABILITY

non based on racr. ea* labinon. "ex handicap,lesaial status or nabonal ongia or inferiors, to matte any latch peeler.
efkeS, IIMILit1011% Of discrunina

7AM-7
550+ collectible
Hot Wheels 37
TV, solid oak
entertainment center, and more
Must sell'
YARD SALE
89 PINE CREEK LANE
COLDWATER
Thurs,

Set

8:00-4:CO
Nice 31Ft 5th Olen
F-250 Ford truck. runs
good 13,500. furniture,
don & lever shutters
& iots more

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

ba,,
,
I-or Further assistance with Fellf

Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Mutant 0031W-1000

00•001,1111.1

Like Property
END-OF-SUMMER
Sale!
LAKE ACCESS
+ AC - 134,900
(was $49,900)
w/ FREE Boat Slips!
SAVE $15,000' Great
end-of-season deal on
nicely wooded lake
access acreage in premier development on
Spectacular Kentucky
Lake! Paved rd. u/g
utils. Other parcels
avail at similar savings. Call now 1-800704-3154, x.1506

43 acres for sale by
owner. 30 acres tendable, 13 acres in timber 978-0505.
436-2051
5 acre cleared land 1/2
mile from
Murray.
MLSS 40015. Call Mark
Fredrick RE/Max
978-1880

—OWNER
FINANCING405 S. 5th St. 3BR
IBA, $2,000 down,
$395 month 753-2222

PRICE REDUCED!
1607 Kirkwood
Excellent location
remodeled with
elegant updates.
well maintained
For details

210.153.8029
1609 Catalina 48R
2BA. large kitchen. 2+
car garage. Appliances
included. MLSe 41000.
Call Mark Fredrick
RE/Max 978-1880
227 Jones St.. Puryear,
TN. 3/3R 1.58A 1,400
sq.ft, recently completely
remodeled.
931-627-0761.
931-627-1026
38R 1.5BA brick home.
Immaculate move-in
condition. $119,900
1116 Ftertane.
270-293-4602 or
270-435-4802
38R 2BA, large lot.
24x24
workshop,
Marshall Co. MLSO
40800. Call
Mark
Fredrick RE/Max
978-1880
4 bedroom brick, 2bath. Chi/A. on 2 lots
$165.030. Other listings at
anthelistings.COM
(270)753-4109

Call For Sizes & Prices.

Security Gate
0)979-

ler No

iIurray
XIMscs.

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murrsy Lodger
Times
First Come
First Serve
Plane
No Phone Calls

REDUCED
price,
2003 Victory Cruiser
1,507 oc's/92 cubic
Inches. 9,000 miles.
now toss. Lots of
extras 17,800 Cali
705-7692
2004 Honda Shadow,
550 mime,$3,500 270435-4556, 270-2933173. 270-293-4811

Seakualing
S. I hauling
IWO, IR ts, is

Call 753-5606
On

'
,
CAW

NEW
construction
FSBO.
116
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates 46R
2 56A, breakfast room,
family room
Floor
hardwood, tile, carpet
Nice. priced to sell.
753-3966. 293-9747.
752-0624.

1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

tion

laws tortml Jl.nnunaton
kr, the sale rrnt•I or ad‘erteang
or nral e•aaie bawd in tailors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
Vsle will luonvutgls accept any
advertising for real estate which
us not in vmlanon of the law All
are hereby informed
advertised are
available ob an equal opportu-

'1'11( AN'IS
ASPHALT

USED TIRES

MCC. IIMItlifl011 Of dliaiMlifia,

:,-,,Irdweamp

2 miniature horses to
sale. Can be seen a
The Red Barn. $600 for
pair. 293-4304
AKC registered Welch
Corgi small puppies,
Jack Russell Terriers
small, & Australian
Shepherd Blue Merles
farm raised, wormed &
shots. Judy Turner
(618)499-1282
(618)672-4778
CKC purebred Boston
Terrier puppies $350
436-5569
DOG Obedience
436-2858

270-759-4X74

BOGGESS
SELF-S.11)R 1(F.

Murray Lodger & Times Fau
H0611414 Act Notice
All real !Mail adverbord herein
is subvert to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad which makes a
aitiertise any prelet•

2007
Camry
SE.
Loaded, dark grey.
$21,500. 227-8589
2002 Pontiac Grand
Am GT. Black, grey
leather interior, moonroof 2 door, 87,000
miles, $5,400.
270-752-1178
2001
Black
Ford
Mustang, 42,000 miles
Call (270)559-5272
'96
Saturn
SC2.
Automatic, sunroof.
leather, 88,000 miles,
$2,100. 492-8876
1989 Ford Bronco,
$700 437-4987
'87 Trans Am, '81
Corvette, 77 Corvette
270-435-4555,
270-293-4611,
270-293-3173, leave
phone number

270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BROWN'S
Garage
Doors
Sales, service & repair.
Call 573-895-2130 or
573-421-8413
BUSY -BEE
Housecleaners.
By
appointment.
Openings:
Tues..
Wed.. &
Fridays.
Contact 484-1525 or
kygell 290 hotmaitco
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting.
Cleaning. 270- 2276606 731-498-8904
COMPLETE
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

2001 Toyota Tacoma
extended cab. 80K
miles, $7,500.
753-2297 or 293-9528
'02 Ford F-150
Supercrew, beige.
78,000 miles, V8
$12,000.
(270)345-2505

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng .Decks
-vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

05 Dodge Ram, SWB,
41,000 miles, hem,
engine, 20" factory
wheels $1 4,500
(270)331-0166

alSTOM IMIUDOZING
13-6 H. 12?? blade
clearing. lance rows,
undssbrusNng, ponds,
waterways
• 19 yes experience
Greg Rentroe
170-2934371'

'99 Dodge Ram 1500.
360 V8, 4x4, tow parkage, bed liner, 74,000
mi. original owner,
loaded, clean, $9,700
293-5884

t&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring.
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hid Electric
Since 1986

24 Noun stoma
Res., Corn.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
AU jobs - Ng or small

._753-9562

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding roofs,
decks
293-5438

FRE
E
:7017.411*

Soap Appllamts

Oldegirec

Metal Storm errorless & Doors
Scrap Metal Mowers rfr trams
arm Errip wit Cm Batten,,
'}-2$&j

2'5

FUTRELL rree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding. firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
I

••-• WAsi

\l \ \(.1 \ff \ I
v.ur painting
Pressure Washing &
Sealing Decks
Free Estimates
I.kensed & Insured
293-6034• 436-2320
tor a

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc. Insured

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

1
IltroN.

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,Sept. 20, 2007:
If you tune in to your creativity, you can handle nearly any problem
that heads your way. If you're artistic, your talent comes out even
more, adding to your potential. Be more in sync with yourself, and
the world will respond accordingly. Don't be so hard on or difficult
with yourself. You are your own worst enemy. If you are single, do
you want to end that state? The time has come; after January 2008,
you could meet that special someone. If you are attached, the
romance rekindles. Many of you will take a second honeymoon or
expand your family. CAPRICORN encourages your imagination to
go wild.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average., 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You know what you are doing and understand how to mobilize others. Using your skills allows you to get ahead on a project:
Investigate alternatives with sound knowledge of what you want.:
Tonight: A force to be dealt with.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
•
***** You might be more grounded than many signs. Right now
you are like a mountain, impossible to move. Because of this, focus
On your major concerns. Accomplishment is your middle name.
Tonight: Let your mind wander to someone at a distance,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** It might be impossible to do anything but what a partner or
associate insists on. You might need to keep your feelings to yourself. You will clear out others' resentment through receptivity.
Remember. this is Just one day in your life! Tonight: Let a conversation get as deep as need be.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others know what they want and let you know it. Still, a
strong conversation with your ideas could empower the situation.
Approach someone with diplomacy. Tossing in a sincere compliment
or two never hurts. Tonight: Look at many options.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your ability to defer and accomplish more than a Lion's
share comes forward. Pnontize and leave your ego in the past, for
now. Investigate a financial option that passes in your direction. You
might need to rethink a decision. Tonight: In the whirlwind of life.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You are right on, be it an emotional or professional issue.
Your_personality, thought process and creativity come to the forefront.
'Add a touch of magic where your life most needs that energy.
Tonight: Start the weekend early.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-00t. 22)
*** Your instincts home in on an important personal matter. Let go
of problems and open up to a family member or trusted adviser.
Together you'll come up with solutions that might surprise even you!
Tonight: Buy a favorite munchie or two on the way home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Whether someone wants to hear your input or not, you
decide to give it. As a result, much goes on, and you might hear opinions that you don't like. Aim for what is important and look at the big
picture. Solutions appear. Tonight: Hang out with friends.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Step up to the plate, and you could be overwhelmed by the
responsibilities, but at the same time, you could be taken aback by
one of the benefits. Be willing to put yourself on the line and make a
decision. Tonight: You deserve a treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You are on top of your game. Many people note your ability
to see beyond the obvious and make what you want happen. Listen
to others and accept their praise. If someone makes a suggestion. be
polite, but head in your own direction. Tonight: Whatever puts a smile
On your face.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Though you're a generally extroverted sign, you will tend to pull
back. In fact, if you can do a total vanishing act, all the better. A partner whom you trust works well with you. The two of you need to collaborate. Use this time well. Tonight: Not to be found
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Meetings might be overwhelming, but at the same time
they're important, as they point you in a new direction. Emphasize
what you want. Your ability to network separates you from many. Use
your Skills. Tonight: Where people are.

•ServIce After Sale

MITRIIL4Y APPLIANCE
ORMIEZZIZI

JOE'S JOBS 'Full Parts Dept
•Locally Owned &
Operated

fCealinuoin

%stroll

FREE to a good home
Friendly 1-1/2 year old
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
mix Call 752-0299

•weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

436-5141 A-AFFORD-t 4;44 • "'"
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters, "Wirgirair
junk & tree work
IIIIISRAV
Gullets,
A-1 Joe's Mower
Owego Door Service &
repair, pick-up, deliv%pear
ery. 436-2867
Owner litia
V
l eW
A-1 Stump Removal
(270
Fully insured
MILLS & Son
437-3044
Pressure Washing
AAA HANDYMAN
vinyl, wood, brick, sid
AN types of carpentry,
wig, concrete. decks &
additions, decks
more
Hauling, clean up iunk.
270-227-6180
Garage, yards.
buildings
NEED HELP?
Prompt dependable
Handyman Services
Free estimates
All remodeling! ,
35 yrs experience
No ick too crytalt
Anytime 753-9210
Free estimates
(731)247-3001
APPLIANCE REPAIR
(731)363-3511
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Naar

MURRAY APPLIANCE
2 1 2 I.. Main Street •

sa•

DOPT'

WARD-ELKINS
C.,

Squarr• Murre,

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

ec•
D

'41*

••

a

WE SERVICE
All Moor Appliances
and Most Major Brand

753-1586

.
to We au Nock jor,
mek,
*sale, to wars'iii houye trainee spayed

• 'is a Russian Blue mix,
female, adult spayed

SWUM HOURS: MON.-F11. le okss-4 Pm • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM ,.•••-"sie.
or mon,information contact
PI
'
4
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter '

at (270) 7594141
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Clara
God!, a six- year volunteer veteran lot the Comniunits Resource
Farr. putting a print shirt on a
hanger at the Nails mal (;ward
Armory lbe clothing
hange will
be Sept 27
Mr and Mrs Henry Hurd Jr
Were married kit 50 years Sept
7
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Ronny Stubblefield. Sept. IL a girl to Richard
and Tracy William... Sept 1 3. a
girl to Cher)1 and Christopher
MASSA1. Sept 14
20 years ago
Published is a picture of David
But kingliam. ('allow ay ('Ircint
Court Judge. introducing Calloway
Ihurict Court Judge Max Parker
during local ceremonies commemorating the bicentennial of the
signing (.1 the I toted States Constitution
Rusty Wright, a graduate of
Murray High School. is a member it the 19K7 University of
Kentucky marching hand which
includes 216 musicians and 41
auxiliary members lk is the son
of Kent and Joyce Wright ol Murray
Nev. officers of Theta Depart
merit of the Murray Woman's Club
are Martha mix, Anna Mae Thur
man. Betty [Iranian and Ann Page
30 years ago
Published is .1 picture of the
September (hand Jury 1.1
loway County Circuit t nun rec.
°stored Sid Easley. county snot
ney, for his good work for the
past eight years Lasky will hecome
Calloway (*aunt)'s first district
judge in January Also pictured
are Commonwealth Attorney Ron
Chitsti.plier and Circuit ('<tun
- Judge tames M I assiter
Murray High School Hand, the
1977 national champion of the
Machine Bands 01 Aftlefls.a. stIl

Todaylnllistory
Hy the 1ssociatrd Press
loday is Wednesday. Sept 19.
the 262nd day of 20117 There are
103 days left in the Sear
Today 's Highlight in Illsfs-NS
On Sept 19. 17%, President
(icorge Nashington s /.11C`A ell
address sAa• published In it the
nation's first chief e sec int Wrote,
"Obserse good faith and ILISlISC
towards all NalIstflt, cultivate peace
and IlarITIA,Irs with All
On this date
In 1777 during the Itesolu

Vios

_
ilbt.v. um I

64E14 M*46mic bdr
14144PS W144510 APT ME'

ES IL CON CIISOD

COMICS / FEATURES
Lonely freshman in college
has trouble finding friends

compete in the Music Bowl of
Kentucky Indiana Marching Bands
Oct I at the Kentucky Eau and
DEAR ABBY: I an 18. a organizations is an excellent
Exposition Center LAJUISVIIIC
freshman in college, and I'm
way to meet others, before
40 years ago
Arniy Plc Jimmie C OBryan
has ing the hardest time makyou do, it's important to take
has been assigned to the 4th
a good look at yourself. Ask
ing friends. I have always been
Infantry Division near Medial. Vietyourself why you find some
a quiet person. but meeting
nAm
people around here has been other
people
immediately
Elected AS officers of the Beta
attractive. Obviously, because
like pulling teeth. I have
(Tub of Hate! Elementary School
were Jolumie Stockdale, president,
received they appeal to you. Well. how
l)iivid Hall, vice president. Linda
advice from
do you appeal to them? The
Futrell, secretary. Darrell Russell,
many people expression on your face can
treasurer. Debbie Peal. reporter:
telling me I
be your greatest asset -- or
Mike Paschall, chaplain. Laren
should
be liability. Would you strike up
Roach program leader
Mr and Mrs Lynn Ferguson
more open
it conversation with someone
will be married for 50 years Sept.
to
people, who is wearing a permanent21
and I should
press frown? If that could be
SO years ago
talk
more
you, get rid of it.
The citizens of Calloway Counbe
If you walk down the street
and
t) purchased 512.55() in series E
and H savings bonds during August
active
an
in any foreign country in the
bringing the total tot the year up
groups and
world, even though you may
By Abigail
to $97,381 The county's goal for
organize- not understand a word people
Van
Buren
1957 is $206,280
tions. are saying, when you see a
('harks Byers, member of MurAlthough I have followed this smile, you get the message. It
ray Training School Chapter of
future Farmers of America. placed
"I'm
friendly.
I'm
advice, no one seems to take says,
filth in Kentucky 11-1A seed fudgapproachable."
an interest in me.
ing contest held at the Kentucky
What should I do.' 1 have
My booklet'How to Be PopState Fair. Louisville
been beating myself up about ular" is filled with many tips
The Airs and Crafts Club with
this. Now I'm starting to get on how to become socially
Mrs Melal Linn as president had
adept. It can be ordered by sendits September meeting at the home
depressed. -- LONELY IN
of Miss Emily Wear
ing
a
business-size, selfNEW ORLEANS
60 years ago
DEAR LONELY: Cheer up. addressed envelope, plus a
Published is a picture of Mrs,
If misery loves company, you check or money order for $6
John Ryan, Mrs S V Foy and
have plenty of it. Loneliness (U.S. funds) to Dear Abby,
Mrs Lillie Brov.n preparing the
Homemaker% Garden Club ExhibIS probably the No. I prob- Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box
it at the Calloway County fair
lem in my mail. Everybody 447, Mount Morris, IL 61054Mrs H Melugin has rented as
wants to be well-liked. It's 0447. Shipping and handling
executise secret:ay of the Calare included in the price.
essential
to a person's selfof
loway Count) Chapter the
The keys to popularity with
esteem to know that others think
Red Cross after set.% mg for
members of both sexes are:
he or she is worth having as
15 years
Girl Scout registration will he
Be kind. Be gracious. Be bona friend. But making friends
-Sept- 20- from 2-4o-5-p-en- at-the-- dliWi arseays come natural- CA, bur be tactful. Be generGirl Scout Cabin, according to
ly. For many. its a learned ous of spirit, and always grateMrs George Hart, council presiful for the blessings that you
skill.
dent
While pooling groups and
have. Readers of all ages have
told me how much this booklet has helped them and people they know.
dist William Joyce, known as
06*
nicety War, American soldiers won
"Lord Has -Flaw.- was cons turd
the first Battle of Saratoga
DEAR ABBY: My son was
of treason and sentenced to death
In 1711 1, Jacques Etienne Slontmamed eight years ago in a
golfier launched a duck, a sheep Is) a British court
ceremony
attended by a small
In 1957. the United States conand a rooster aboard a hot air bal- number of family and friends.
ducted its first contained underloon at Versailles Ifl Hance
In 1907, Supreme I ourt Jusground nuclear test. ....de-named
The marnage lasted two years.
tice Lewis F Powell Jr was born
-Rainier: in the Nesada desert.
He is being married again, and
In 1959, Soviet leader Nikita
in Suffolk, Va
this time the ceremony will
Khrushchey reacted angnly durIn 1954. Bruni, Hatiromtnn was
be larger.
ing a rind to Los Angeles upon
anc‘ted in New York and charged
Would it be acceptable for
being told that,. for security reawith the kidnap murder of Charles
me to wear the same dress to
son'., he would not be allowed to
A I indhergh Jr
slsit Disneyland
In 1945. Nazi radio propaganhis second wedding as I wore
B) his first? I love tkie.dress
and it still fits. It was very
expensive and has been worn
only once. What do you think?
-- JUST WONDERING
DEAR JUST WONDERING: Your son's first marriage
did not fail because of the
dress you wore to the ceremony -- and the same will be
true of this one. Because the
dress fits and you love it, wear
it and enjoy it. You have my
blessing
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Nan Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbbs.com or P.O. Kos 69440. Los
Angeles. ('A 90069.

Dear Abby

Murray Ledger & Times

Are probiotics
harmful?
DEAR DR. GOTT: Would
you please advise whether a
probiotic (such as acidophilus
or Florastor) is good to take?
My internist said that it would
be good to take one tablet a
day, which promotes intestinal
health. I am
now taking
one tablet a
day, but I do
not want to
take it if it
does not give
me
any
health benefits.
DEAR
READER:
Probiotics
By
contain
Dr Peter Gott
harmless
bacteria that are said to enhance
intestinal health, particularly in
people who have been prescribed
antibiotics, which can deplete
the healthful intestinal bacterial
count.
Although I have had no experience with such therapy, I have
received several letters from readers (who have clostridium difficile, Crohn's disease or ulcerative colitis) confirming the success of Florastor, a probionc.
For gas and bloating, these readers have also had beneficial
results from taking CharcoCaps
(harmless activated charcoal).
If your primary care physician advises a probiotic. I see
no reason not to follow his or
her advice
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 45year-old mamed son has a big
snoring problem. This is affecting his marriage because he and
his wife no longer sleep together after 25 years. He is afraid
to see a doctor about an operation to solve the problem. I
would appreciate your suggestions to eliminate the snoring.

Dr. Gott

DEAR READER: Your son
should be examined by an otolaryngologist because of the possibility that the snoring problem is caused by polyps (that
can be removed) or a flaccid
soft palate (which can be repaired
surgically). If the specialist fails
to find anything, perhaps a sleep
study is in order to determine
whether your son has sleep apnea
or another sleep disorder. If your
son steadfastly refuses to see a
doctor, the quality of his life
(and marriage) will certainly
my
him
deteriorate. Show
response to your concerns.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy
Report
Health
of
my
"Sleep/Wake Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your column about restless legs
and Requip. I took Requip for
my legs and never will again.
I ended up on the floor sleeping, talking to myself, etc. It
was homble. Hallucinations are
not fun. I had my husband very
worried. I went to see my doctor, and he immediately told me
to stop taking it. I came to find
out that others had experienced
the same problems. I wrote to
the makers of Requip and my
doctor followed up on it. but I
never heard back. When I first
began taking it. I starting shaking. I think people should know
about the side effects thoroughly. I now use Ivory: soap in my
bed and I have no more problems. I am 82 years old.
DEAR READER: Until I
received your letter, 1 had not
heard of unacceptable side effects
from Requip. Yours was, however, the first in a long line of
similar letters that I have
received. Based on my readers'
experiences, I have to urge caution in taking Requip.

ContractBridge
South dealer
North-South sulnerahle.
NORTII
•A 8
•K J 7
•9 8 7 6 5
•J3 2
WEST
EAST
•6 5 4
•K 10
*Q

•Q109832
•Q
*A10 9
SOUTH
•KJ9
IPA
•A 3 2
•
•K 8 76 54
The bidding.
East
South
West
North
I•
Pass
I•
t+
l'ass
2V
2
S.
Opening lead — six of hearts
Persesally. I never subscribed to
the notion held by most members of
the club that Sylsta*s amazing tnumptis were based only on goix1
luck
1 ahisays felt there had to be at
least a modicum of skill present
es en though I could not prose it — to
account tor sortie IA the more
remarkable results she achicsed
Most members contended, how net, that Sy Is la was in a class by
hersell when it came to such happen-

ings. They insisted she knew nothing
at all about bridge, and that only a
merciful Providence could account
for the heroic feats recounted here
front time to time
In support of that contention,
they would cite a deal such as this
one to illustrate Sy Is la *s dumb luck
Sylvia, South, won the opening heart
Lead with the are, crossed to the ace
of spades and returned a low club to
her king. catching West's queen.
Ube situation looked hopeless,
since fast had two trump tricks corning and Sylsia had two diamond losers. I rue, she could discard one diamond on the king of hearts, hut the
other diamond would constitute the
setting trick.
But Sylvia, displaying her customary elan, earned on. She played
the king and another spade. cuffing in
dummy, and then led a diamond to
her ace. forgetting to discard a diamond on the king of hearts. She was
heard to gasp at this point, hut it was
loo late to retract the play
Syhia now had no choice but to
lead a trump. Last cashed his A-10
but then, with only hearts led, was
forced to return one into dummy's KJ. This allowed Sylvia to shed her 32 of diamonds and no make the contract.
Now I ask you, would you call this
_lust luck'

fonsorrow: Upping the odds
Syndwor
c:uir cssf
I.

Crosswords
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I Break (lame
mum(
4 Kam whale
Distress
12 loS Bank inend
13 Honorable
14 Loosen
as a grlp
IS Facial Mature
17 Converse
18'- Odle'
19 Envoys ths sun
20 Fnzzy cod
23 Wyoming range
26 Pet plea
27 Sena*

37 Italian wire city
38 Range sizes
40 Liverpool potty
41 Pep
44 Dove s ay
46 Fait softly
az Rounded tic
cattle
52 Wild duck
5.3 Pantyhose
color
54 Christina a pop
55 Walkman brand
56 Stales an °wan
57 Kiosk boy
Mangey
1301101

rimi
Ail r11s.1 P9,
center
31 Okl-time okra
ger
32 Toady s
answers
34 RN s group
35 Stockholm
cameo
36- Oa cotogria
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Funny
Choloti• 2 A Vanderbilt
3 Slapellok met
stle
4 Duel person
5 Perch
6 Barn habitant
, Web sew dueler
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I Subscribefor all 'our
I hometown football
action!
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II miler-tax
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16 Spots
ass whale
19 Brothers
20 Andy s radio
PM
21 Greek -salad
1014,01
22 Ocese bad
21 Corns
adlervierd
25 - kwon do
28 Home lo Jose
2915
30 Cornet teaks*
32 Ocoee
33 Corn serving
37 Psyched
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30 Alerninia
41 C.
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45 Blame
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48 TV brand
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51 Excavate
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